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known cross sections, i.e., He(n,p)T, Li(n,a)T and
10B(n,a)7Li.

Targets of Zr, Nb and Mo with natural abundance

were investigated. In these elements the following iso-

topes have the highest positive Q values for alpha emission.

Isotope Abundance (%) Q-value (MeV)

9 1Zr 11.2 5.7

9 3Nb 100 4.9

9 5Mo 15.9 6.4

2
Thin samples (~1 mg/cm ) of natural Zr, Nb and Mo

were vacuum deposited on backings of Be and C and irradiate!
7 —2 —1with a neutron flux of ~5 * 10 cm -s for periods of

5 to 18 hours. Particle spectra accumulated during the

irradiation showed contributions from small traces of Li

and B impurities in the targets. However the kinetic

energies of the a-particles from thermal (n,a) reactions in

these impurities lie below about 2 MeV. No alpha particles

were detected with energies above 2 MeV. From this it was

possible to set upper limits to the (n,ot) cross sections

at thermal neutron energies of <0.1 mb for each element

studied.

Attempts will be made to prepare sources with

no B and Li impurities so that the energy region below

2 MeV can be examined.
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SUMMARY

G.A. Bartholomew

1.1 Nuclear Physics Research

MP Tandem Operation

The MP Tandem has been operating with a beam alignment
asymmetry that can be tolerated because it can be corrected by
steering adjustments but has resisted all attempts to find and
correct the underlying cause. During the quarter an attempt was
made to correct this effect by rotating two of the accelerating
tubes as prescribed under one theory adduced to explain the
effect, however,the improvement was marginal.

Accelerator availability was as follows:

Experiments running 1280.0 hours 61.4%
Scheduled shutdowns 553.5 hours ?,6.6%
Unscheduled shutdowns 250.5 hours 12.0%

2084.0 hours 100.0%

Sixteen experiments were performed during the quarter.
Seventeen visiting scientists used the accelerator; they were
involved in experiments occupying 76% of the beam time and in
those experiments their participation averaged 48%.

Research Activities

Measurements of 6Li recoils from the ^H(a,Y)^Li
reaction at the energy corresponding to the 3.56 MeV odd parity
level have set an upper limit on the parity-violating alpha width
for that level.

Kinematic shifts have been measured in the 3-delayed
a-decay of 20Na in order to deduce 3-v angular correlations.
Analysis of the data is in progress.

Average g-factors in the Y-ray continuum in 78Kr
have been extracted in preliminary analysis of transient-magnetic-
field-type experiments.

In a significant advance in techniques to measure
quadrupole moments of isomeric states, the electric field gradient
experienced by 1^7Gd isomers was determined in a target of
single-crystal gadolinium using Coulomb excitation.
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In a multi-institute collaboration at TRIUMF
accurate fission yields and lifetimes in muon-induced
fission in 235u and 2 3 8U were determined.

In a collaborative experiment with Queen's
University scientists using the Queen's Van de Graaff
accelerator, proton capture y-ray strength functions
have been carefully measured at low energies.
Comparison with neutron capture Y-ray strength functions
will shed light on details of the nucleon capture
mechanism.

1.2 Accelerator and Applied Physics

Research Applications L

a) Fast Intense Neutron Source \

The accelerator continues to operate well.

Tritium outgassing from the target is excessive;
abnormal target characteristics rather than beam
non-uniformity is strongly indicated. \

n
i

b) Superconducting Cyclotron ',

The initial modification to the flutter pole profile
needed to improve isochronization over the full
operating range has been calculated. The
perturbation from this change has been added to the
measured field maps and the effects on
isochronization for several test ions is being
calculated to refine the modification.'

The boiloff rate from the prototype cryopanel has
been reduced to the design value but has a pumping
speed lower than calculated.

The cause of the ground fault in the main coil has
been found to be small magnetized pieces of
stainless steel that entered the helium can when
towers were removed for repairs. Tooling to clean
out the can is being developed.

The lower tuner of the rf accelerating structure has
been damaged and a more robust design is being
fabricated. The new tuner includes rf contacts of
in-house design that are expected to be more
reliable.

An error in the calculated injection optics has been
corrected which has resulted in an improvement in
the axial matching of the beam at the stripper
foil.
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Experiments have begun on the electrostatic deflector test
assembly. Tests to the 100 kV design level have been
conducted in a step-wise manner up to the final support
structure before the electrostatic deflector itself.

»
- A second disk drive has been added to the PDP-11/34 computer

system. Good progress is being made in acquiring, installing
and documenting software.

Nuclear Power Applications

a) High Current Proton Accelerator Development

Commissioning of the Alvarez accelerator for the High Current
Test Facility continues. The Alvarez tank has been cleaned,
reassembled with some modifications and subjected to initial
steps of rf conditioning.

Installation of services for the Injector Test Experiment is
almost complete and installation of hardware has begun.

A new intermediate-electrode nose piece in the duoPIGatron ion
source gives more stable source operation and increased arc
efficiency. Heavy ion beam currents achieved were: argon -
145 mA, nitrogen - 190 mA and xenon - 98 mA. Measurements on
beam^excited light indicated that the Balmer series lines may
be a reliable beam profile diagnostic.

b) Electron Test Accelerator

- A new electron gun was installed and conditioned on the
accelerator.

A successful test was made of the radiation processing
facility. A current of 6 mA was accelerated to 4 MeV and
allowed to pass through a 0.75 mm stainless steel window into
the fast-rflowing cooling water.

Brazing of the cooling channels in the Model 5 tanks is
complete and rf tuning has begun.

c) Fertile-to-Fissile Conversion Experiments at TRIUMF

A set of water bath measurements were carried out during the
period using manganese foils to check data obtained earlier
with gold foils; analysis is in progress.

Conversion measurements were carried out with 19-element
thorium and 7- and 37-element uranium targets. Preliminary
data for distributions of characteristic radioactive products
have been extracted for the 7-element target.
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1.3 Solid State Physics

Measurements have been made of the density of states of atomic
vibration in the metallic glass Cug.gZrQ.^ Metallic
glasses are a new class of materials, study of which by neutron
scattering has only just begun.

A new method of calculating crystal field properties of
materials of lower symmetry than cubic or hexagonal-close-
packed has been developed and applied to UPd3, the first
actinide intermetallic in which sharp magnetic excitations have
been observed by neutron scattering.

- A specimen of single crystal sapphire (a material long
recognized as an excellent filter for transmitting slow
neutrons and removing epithermal neutrons) was found to be
twice as effective as Si or SiC>2 at room temperature.

Emphasis on experiments using the technique of small angle
neutron scattering has intensified with studies of defects in
metallurgical samples and of structure of a biological material
being carried out during the quarter.

1.4 Applied Mathematics and Computation

Work continued on the development and enhancement of a
number of simulation programs, including MACKSIM, which is used in
the study of the radiolysis of water, a program to solve the
equations describing the migration of vacancies in an irradiated
medium, and a program to simulate two-phase flow in an elbow. The
vacancy migration problem prompted the development of a technique
for semi-automatic partitioning of the Jacobian matrix for a set of
coupled partial differential equations.

An analysis of an ultrasonic lens was carried out to
obtain the formula for the curved surface of a lens which could
focus a parallel beam without spherical aberration.

New versions of the stress analysis programs MARC and
TPIPE have been obtained, and are being tested before release.
Version 4.3 of TPIPE appears to be free of problems? the H.4
version of MARC contained internal errors, corrections for which
have been received from MARC, and also revealed an error, since
corrected, in the CDC operating system.
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A three-month field test of CDC's latest operating
system release, carried out in collaboration with staff from CDC,
Minneapolis, was completed successfully during the quarter. The set of
routines which provide an interface between a FORTRAN program and the
operating system's memory management facilities has been completed and
tested and made available to users whose programs require the
interface.

A new facility has been made available for users of
interactive terminals. An editor has been written that operates
interpretively on a specific type of program file to assist file
creation by transmitting prompts to the terminal user and checking the
validity of input.

Development of and extensions to miscellaneous programs
and subroutines during the quarter included

Further enhancements to the Fuel Defect Experiment data analysis
programs.

Modifications to the Leave Recording System to incorporate a new
schedule of leave for Engineering Company enployees.

A new version of the Personnel Radiation Recording System.

Modifications to a salary tabulation program to incorporate a better
data smoothing procedure.

- Revision of the NRU/NRX rod inventory system.

- Development of a program to maintain a file of documents relating to
the AES test-processing system.

Improvement to the report generation section of programs used in
analyzing DNA molecular data.

Continued development of a program to assist in statistical analysis
of measurements of tritium release from NRU.

Implementation of subroutines to provide access to CYBER Control
Language registers from FORTRAN programs.
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Computer usage during the quarter was as follows:

Percentage of Percentage of
Number of Jobs Total Utilization

Radiochemical Company
Chemical Company
Engineering Company
WNRE

CRNL

Computing Centre
Contracts
Technical Information

& University Relations
Health Sciences
Chemistry & Materials
Physics
Electronics, Instrument

and Control
Advanced Projects & Reactor Physics
Fuels & Materials
Administration
Financial
Operations
Maintenance & Construction
General Services
Plant Design
Special Projects
Others

0.03
0 .72
17.72
2.53

32.37
1.77
2.89

3.21
2.23
7.45
0.51

8.66
11.51
0.83
2.55
2.16
0.00
0.05
0.79
1.98
0.04

0.01
0.54
25.74
4.75

12.01
2.49
1.25

3.90
10.35
12.23
0.66

8.57
7.29
0.15
3.48
2.34
0.01
0.29
0.51
3.43
0.02
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J.C.D. Milton
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2.1 Staff

Branch Head: J.C.D. Milton

Professional Staff Technical Staff

SECTION I

Accelerator Group

J.C.D. Milton
T.K. Alexander
H.R. Andrews
G.C. Ball
W.G. Davies
A.J. Ferguson (1)
J.S. Forster (2)
E.G. Hagberg (3)
J.C. Hardy
0. Hausser
A.B. McDonald
R.G.H. Robertson (4)
D. Ward

SECTION II

J.S.
N.C.
R.L.
L.H.
J.L.
J.J.
R.E.
A.S.
J.P.
W.L.
F.J.
M.G.
R.A.
E.C.
D.J.
J.S.

Computer Control Group

R.L. Graham
J.S. Geiger

SECTION III

R.B.

Radioisotope Standardization
Group

J.S. Merritt

Students

L.V.
A.R.

Barsczewski
Bray
Brown
Bucholtz
Gallant
Hill
Howard

C. Hyde
D. O'Dacre
Perry
Sharp
Steer
Surette (5)
Wai to
Yaraskavitch (6)
Wills

Walker

<

Smitha) ..
Rutledge '

E.T.H. Clifford (7)
V. Koslowsky (8)

Laboratory Services and Workshop

M. Desrochers
R.W. Stalkie

Secretarial Staff

G.J. Bateman
R.J. Elliott
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(1) Retired from AECL 1979 December 28.

(2) On leave of absence at University of Aarhus, Denmark.

(3) Post-doctoral fellow.

(4) visiting professor from Michigan State University;
left 1979 December 23.

(5) Transferred to Health Physics Branch 1979 November 12,

(6) Terminated employment with AECL 1979 November 23.

(7) Graduate student attached from University of Toronto.

(8) Graduate student attached from University of Toronto.

(a) Also has responsibilities in Section I and II.
(b) Also has responsibilities in Section I.
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2.2 Parity Violation in the Photodisintegration of Deuterium

A.B. McDonald, J.J. Hill with E.D. Earle and J.W. Knowles
(Neutron and Solid State Physics Branch)

Beams of electrons at low voltage have been produced

by photoemission from gallium arsenide in the new polarized

electron source chamber modelled on the source in operation

at Stanford University (C.Y. Prescott et al., Phys. Lett.

B77, 347 (1978)). Work will continue on improvements in

intensity and lifetime. Design work is in progress for the

90° electrostatic deflector necessary to extend the operation

to 60 kV and to analyze the polarization of the electrons.

A high power krypton ion laser with associated optical

equipment has been ordered which will provide 1 watt (cw)

of circularly polarized light at a wavelength of 752 rim.

Calculations on the optimum D-O target design

indicate that a 60 cm diameter by 60 cm long D_O volume

surrounded by 5 cm of Pb, with a 20 cm reentrant port for

the electron beam stop will yield a good thermal neutron

intensity. The probability that a bremsstrahlung y ray

with an energy greater than 2.23 MeV will produce a thermal

neutron which escapes through the side wall of the assembly

is 0.4. Two commercial firms are presently considering the

engineering problems in designing a B~lined detector to

surround the assembly.

The prototype bremsstrahlung target for waste irra-

diation is presently being tested at the Electron Test

Accelerator for y-ray yield, heat dissipation and durability

under an intense electron beam. The 0.75 mm thick stainless

steel entrance window has already withstood a 6 mA electron

current at 4 MeV without rupture. Information from these

tests will be used in the design of the target required for

the D»O experiment with a tantalum entrance window.
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2.3 Parity-Violating Alpha Width of the 3.56 MeV State of 6Li

R.G.H. Robertson, A.B. McDonald, W.G. Davies and G.C. Ball
with E.D. Earle (Neutron and Solid State Physics Branch),
P. Dyer and R.C. Mslin (Michigan State University) and
T.J. Bowles (Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory)

Considerable progress has been made in our program

to search for isovector parity violation in Li (see PR-P-

122: 2.3; AECL-6582). An improved gas jet target has been

constructed and tested with D, cooled to 90 K; a target

thickness of 0.7 keV for 6.2 MeV alpha particles, or 0.6
o

yg/cm has been achieved. Pressures in the beam line and

QD3 are satisfactory with the target in operation. Re-

circulation of the D gas has also been effected, with the

slow increase in air contamination giving a useful life of

about 12 hours to a charge of D- (25 litres STP). Develop-

ment work on the recirculation system and target is in

progress.

First data were taken in mid-November. The beam

resolution, measured with the O(a,y) Ne reaction at 6.92

MeV, was 2.3 keV, and the energy was calibrated to an estima-

ted 1.5 keV precision with the TZ ion source previously

described. The focal plane detector was set up with Li

recoils at 0° from 4.35-MeV a-bombardment of a LiF target.

A ramp signal applied to the analyzing magnet trim coil

swept the energy over a 13 keV range. At a beam current of
* 4 ++ 2 6

1.5 ejiA of He , 24 hours of H(a,y) Li data were accumulated

and some 800 Li capture events were recorded. The position

spectrum in the focal plane is shown in Fig. 2.3.1. There

is an approximate linear correspondence between Li energy

and the cosine of the angle of emission of the capture y

ray. As can be seen, the angular distribution of the non-

resonant capture radiation is extremely anisotropic,

exhibiting the strong A. and A_ terms indicative of E2

radiation.No resonance was observed and an upper limit of

5 x 10 eV on the alpha

derived from the initial data.

about 5 x 10~ eV on the alpha width is expected to be

electrical micro-Amperes
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Fig. 2.3.1

2.4 Parity Mixing in Tfe

A.B. McDonald with E.D. Earle (Neutron and Solid State Physics
Branch) and H.B. Mak (Queen's University)

Measurements have been made of y~ray spectra pro-

duced by 4.1 MeV protons bombarding a Ne gas cell with a

geometry similar to the one used in previous measurements

of the circular polarization of gamma rays de-exciting the

2789 keV, ^=1/2" level of 21Ne. (K.A. Snover et al. ,

Phys. Rev. Letts. 41 (1978) 145 and PR-P-120: 2.4; AECL-6452).

The background of high energy pulses observed in our previous

work was found to arise from neutrons produced by Mo(p,n)

reactions in the gas-confining foils. Tantalum foils, which
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produce negligible background, have subsequently been tested

at Queen's University and found to withstand the beam current

(̂  7 pA) necessary for the circular polarization measurements.

Gamma-ray spectra were also obtained with a 12.7 cm x 15.2

cm (5 in. dia. x 6 in. long) Nal(T&) detector mounted be-

hind various thicknesses of iron absorber. From these data

it was determined that a polarimeter thickness of 10 cm pro-

vides the optimum ratio of counts in the 2.8 MeV gamma-ray

peak to total counts in the spectrum.

Machining has been completed for the first of four

gamma-ray polarimeters of this thickness, designed as des-

cribed in PR-P-123: 2.2; AECL-66 80.

2.5 Gamma Ray Lifetime Measurements for Parity Doublets in
4 1K, 41Ca

A.B. McDonald with E.D. Earle, B.C. Robertson (Neutron
and Solid State Physics Branch) , S.K. Saha and M.J. Maynard
(Queen's University)

Analysis has been completed for the direct timing

measurement (PR-P-120: 2.5; AECL-6452) of the lifetime of

the 1582 keV J1T=3/2" level of 41K. An upper limit of 38 ps

has been obtained for this lifetime. A previous lower limit

of 5 ps (C.J. Lista et al., J. of Phys. G4_, 907 (1978)) de-

fines a relatively narrow range for the lifetime of this

level. Further experiments at Queen's University used the
40
Ca(d,py) reaction to measure the lifetime of the 2010 keV,
+ 413/2 level of Ca. The lifetime was determined to be 730

± 18 ps which is in good agreement with, but more accurate

than, previous measurements of this lifetime. These levels

are members of closely spaced opposite parity doublets,

suitable for studies of two-state parity mixing. The

proximity of these nuclei to the closed shell also make

these cases attractive theoretically. The circular polari-

zation of gamma rays deexciting these levels may be expressed

in terms of the parity mixing between the doublets caused by
wthe weak Hamiltonion (H ), viz
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Pv (41K, 1582 keV) = 5.7 + 4.6 x 10~4 ev"1

<1560 keV, 3/2+|HW|l582 keV, 3/2~ >

P (41Ca, 2010 keV) = 1.1 + 0.3 x lO^ev"1

<2010 keV, 3/2+|HW|l943 keV, 3/2">

The numerical factors have been calculated from the life-

times measured in the present work and previous results

for the short-lived members of the doublets.

The sensitivity to parity mixing in these cases

compares favorably with a number of others in which

measurements have been made and suggests that they might

be studied with the large polarimeters designed for the

measurements in 21Ne (PR-P-124: 2.4; AECL-6788).
41 41

A paper describing the results in Ca, K has been

prepared for publication.

2.6 Preliminary Experiment to Measure the Lifetime of the 2210

keV Level of 30S

T.K. Alexander, G.C. Ball, W.G. Davies and I.V. Mitchell
(Solid State Science Branch)

This report is part of the series on experiments

measuring the transition probabilities of analogue transi-

tions in Si, P and S. Data on Si and P have been

reported previously (PR-P-121: 2.5; AECL-6530)• The levels

in S can be populated in the He( Si,n) S reaction, but

the yield is low. In this experiment we have determined the

beam current that the implanted He targets could tolerate

and performed the neutron-y-ray coincidence experiment re-

quired to select the 2210 keV level in S with good peak-

to-background ratio. A 25 ym thick Au foil implanted with

6 x 10 1 7 3He/cm2 was oriented at 45° to a 225 nA beam of 60
28 5+MeV Si ions (beam power = 2.7 W). The neutrons from

the reaction were detected in a 12.7 cm diameter by 12.7

era long NE213 liquid scintillation detector positioned at
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0° behind a 100 cm Ge(Li) detector also at 0°. The coin-

cidence yield of the 2210 keV transition was monitored over

a 48 h period and was found to drop a factor of 2 in ^ 30

h from loss of He. The background was low and did not

increase with time indicating that contaminant build-up

is not a problem in the new target chamber (see PR-P-123:

2.6; AECL-6680). It is estimated that an array of three

NE213 detectors will give sufficient efficiency to measure

the lifetime of the 2210 keV level to an accuracy of 10%.

Further experiments will be carried out when these detectors

are available.

2.7 Reanalysis of the Data on the Lifetime of the 2000 keV

Level of i:LC

T.K. Alexander, G.C. Ball, W.G. Davies and I.V. Mitchell
(Solid State Science Branch)

The experimental data on the 2000 keV level of
1:LC populated by the 3He(12C,a) 1]"C reaction (PR-P-123:

2.5; AECL-6680) have been further analyzed by improved

procedures. The present analysis interprets the data

by assuming a two-layer approximation for the target,

the first layer having a reduced density.

The average gamma-ray energy observed at 0° for the
case of a homogeneous medium is given by Warburton et al.,

(Phye. Rev. C20. (1979) 619):

<E > = E (t=0) - AE oT1T (1)

where oT 1 - P ^ d E

E (t=0) is the fully shifted y-ray energy, AE is the full

Doppler shift, T is the nuclear mean lifetime, p is the

material density, A, is the recoiling ion mass, v is the

Bohr velocity, v is the initial recoil velocity of the

ion, and ^ — is the stopping power, assumed to be a con-

stant at velocities near v . If it is assumed that the
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fluence of He swells the material according to AV/V = ACQ,

where C is the local atomic concentration and A is a pro-

portionality constant then

where 1 + A corrects the stopping power for the added He.

Further, if the target is approximated by a two-layer medium

in which C is a constant in the implant layer, then

where

and T is time for the ion to traverse the layer containing
3° -1

the He. Here ct £- is an effective slowing down parameter

that depends on the swelling parameter, A, and on the ratio

of T to the nuclear lifetime t.

For each value of A, the measured <E > values were
2 '

fitted to equation (3) and x evaluated. The best fit

(X2=0.75) was obtained with A = 0.75 + 0.25 and x = 10.9 +

1.5 fs. Previously we had obtained A = 0.60 ± 0.20 and

T = 10.8 ± 1.5 fs.

The Doppler-broadened lineshape analysis program was

also modified to improve the analysis for short lifetime

data. The same two-layer target approximation with A = 0.75

was used. The experimental alpha particle spectrum was used

to weight the recoil velocity distribution. The calculated

average velocity was constrained to be consistent with the

experimental value and the shape (lifetime) adjusted to fit

the experimental data. A summary of the lifetime results

is given in Table 2.7.1 and supersedes that given in Table

2.5.1 of PR-P-123: 2.5; AECL-6680. The new results have

improved consistency.
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Table 2.7.1

Summary of Lifetime Lineshape Analysis

of the 1:LC, 2000 keV Level

Target

Au

Au

Au at 45°

Average of Au targets

Nb

Zr

Average for lineshapes

Centroid Analysis

Average

Dose
(1017/cm2)

2

6

6

7

4

8.0

10.7

9.3

9.3

9.3

8.0

9.2

10.9

9.6

T
(fs)

± 1.2(1.1)*

+ 1.2(1.1)

+ 1.4(1.3)

+ 0.9(0.7)

± 2.0(1.9)

+ 2.5(2.5)

+ 0.8

± 1.5

± 0.7

values in brackets are combined uncertainties including
statistical uncertainty, uncertainties in A, and uncer-
tainties in the recoil velocity distribution. The full
uncertainties include an additional 5% uncertainty in
dE/dpx.

2.8 Isotope Separator Operation

H. Schmeing (Neutron and Solid State Physics Branch),
J.C. Hardy, W.L. Perry and J.S. Wills

The isotope separator was used in two on-line runs

to produce Na for the study of g-v correlations. During

the first run, in October, the system was available for one

out of three scheduled days, and then only at reduced vol-

tage. This poor performance was the result of the frequent

destruction of integrated circuits in the ion source supplies

by high voltage sparks. Following this run, intensive tests

led us to introduce a number of spark gaps and chokes into

strategic locations; this virtually eliminated damage from

sparking.
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Consequently, during the second run, in December,
20the Na beam was available in the collection chamber for

all seven days of scheduled running time, and at the experi-

mental station for six days. No sparking was observed at

the rated voltage of 40 kV, and for long periods the in-

strument ran virtually unattended. Some difficulties were

encountered in focussing the separator beam into a 2 mm

diameter spot in the correlation chamber. We hope to over-

come these by attaching two vertical steering elements to

the beam transport line which, at present, does not have

vertical steerers.

2.9 Precision Mass Measurements

V.T. Koslowsky, J.C. Hardy, G.C. Ball, E.T.H. Clifford,
W.G. Davies, E. Hagberg, H. Schmeing (Neutron and Solid
State Physics Branch), R.E. Azuma (University of Toronto)

Testing of the high-voltage power supply and target

has begun in preparation for future precision mass measure-

ments (see PR-P-123: 2.19; AECL-6680). The power supply

was found to meet the manufacturer's specifications and

the high-voltage target was operated up to 135 kV without

corona discharge.

To test this technique of measuring energy differences

we have measured the energy difference of a proton doublet

from the reactions 26Mg(3He,p)28A£(g.s.) and 26Mg(3He,p)28A£*

which is very precisely known (30.6415 + 0.002 keV). Our

measurement is 28.7 + 2.0 keV. The 2 keV uncertainty can

be easily improved with more data.

We intend to investigate possible sources of systema-

tic errors by measuring other well-known energy doublets.
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2.10 Manganese-49

J.C. Hardy, H. Schmeing (Neutron and Solid State Physics
Branch), E. Hagberg, I.S. Towner (Theoretical Physics Branch),
H.C. Evans (Queen's University), E.T.H. Clifford, V. Koslowsky,
W. Perry and J.S. Wills

49Analysis of the Mn-decay experiment, outlined in

PR-P-123: 2.17; AECL-6680, is now complete, and a paper has
24 28

been written. The nuclide was produced in the Mg( Si,2np)
49 28

Mn reaction with 95 MeV Si ions from the tandem; reaction

products passed through the on-line isotope separator, with

the decay of A=49 nuclides being studied specifically.
49

Since we find the half-life of Mn to be short (t, = 384 ± 17 ms)
49

in comparison to Cr (42 min ) , the only other nuclide ob-

served, its g-delayed y rays could easily be distinguished

in sequential Ge(Li)-detector spectra recorded with the

cassette tape transport system (PR-P-123: 2.16; AECXJ-6680) .
49

Two 3 branches from Mn were observed. The strong-

est (93.6±2.6%) led to the 5/2~ ground state of the mirror
nucleus Cr, the second to the 7/2~ excited state at 272

49
keV. Since the mass of Mn was known previously (Mueller
et al., Phys. Rev. C12 (1975) 51), our measured half-life

and branching ratios directly yielded log ft values of 3.67

± 0.02 and 4.75 ± 0.02 respectively for the two transitions.

The low log ft value measured for the ground state transition

shows it -o be superallowed, and this establishes the spin-
49 —

parity of Mn as 5/2 . This assignment is also consistent
with the observed allowed $ branch to the 7/2*" excited state.

We then used the shell model to compute Gamow-Teller

matrix elements, and compared the results with the experi-

mental values for these two transitions. Modest agreement

was obtained with a Kuo-Brown interaction and a shell model
9 8

space encompassing configurations f?/2
 a s well as f7/2

 r

where r stands for P3/2'
 f

5/ 2
 o r ?i/2 (subJect t o maximum

seniority being 5). Even better agreement - essentially

within experimental uncertainties — was achieved with a

Kuo-Brown interaction modified (see Poves et al., Phys.
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Lett. 82B (1979) 319) to shift the monopole centroids of

the interaction; our results indicate that this modified

interaction not only improves agreement with experimental

binding energies, for which it was designed, but may also

be efficacious in calculating transition probabilities.

This work constitutes the first completed paper

resulting from experiments with the on-line isotope

separator.

2.11 Kinematic Shifts in 3-delayed Particle Decays

E.T.H. Clifford, J.C. Hardy, H. Schmeing (Neutron and Solid
State Physics Branch), E. Hagberg, V.T. Koslowsky, H.C. Evans
(Queen's University), R.E. Azuma (University of Toronto)

Kinematic shifts have been measured in the g-delayed

a-decay of Na in order to deduce $-v angular correlations.

The Na was produced by the B beam from the MP tandem on

a 12C target; products from the C(10B,2n) 20Na reaction

were allowed to recoil in the graphite catcher of the FEDIAD

ion source of the on-line isotope separator. (The catcher

also served as a target.) A mass-20 beam, extracted from

the ion source, was separated and focussed through the beam
2

transport line onto a 10 yg/cm carbon foil which was

surrounded by an array of a and g detectors. Alpha-beta

coincidences were detected and recorded in order to measure

the a-energy as a function of B-energy and a-$ angle.

Two a counters and three 3 telescopes provided a-B

coincidence angles of 45°, 90° and 180°. The a counters

consisted of 100 ym thick, 300 mm surface barrier detectors.

The S telescopes, each a combination of a surface barrier

detector and a plastic scintillator have been described

elsewhere (PR-P-118: 2.17; AECL-6216 and PR-P-120: 2.9,

AECL-6452).

The coincidence geometry has been defined very

precisely by a set of collimators. The acceptance angles
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of the 3 telescopes are defined by "active collimators"

consisting of a plastic scintillator optically coupled to a

photomultiplier (RCA-8575). This provides a veto signal,

which ensures that coincidence events are rejected if the

B has entered the telescope by scattering off the collimator.

Analysis of the data is in progress, but it is hoped
20

that data taken on Na are now complete.

2.12 Excited State Lifetimes in 73Br

J.C. Hardy and E.G. Hagberg

Previous experiments on excited state lifetimes in

Br and As have shown that the proton x-ray coincidence

technique in combination with statistical model analysis

is a useful tool for obtaining information on level densi-

ties and gamma widths of high excited states (PR-P-116: 2.16;

AECL-6083; PR-P-117: 2.11; AECL-6177). For both cases good

overall agreement was obtained between theory and experi-

ment for the variation of the level widths as a function

of excitation energy. However, the counting statistics

in these experiments were not good enough to prove or dis-

prove the possible existence of local deviations, a signature

of nuclear structure effects, in the otherwise smoothly

varying experimental widths.

Another lifetime experiment on Br has been per-

formed at the ISOLDE facility (work done in collaboration

with P. Asboe-Hansen, P.G. Hansen, B. Jonson and S. Mattson)

the statistical uncertainty being improved by more than a

factor of three compared to the previous experiment. The

results from both Br experiments were analyzed with an

improved (PR-P-119: 2.16; AECL-6366) statistical model

description of delayed particle decay. With a set of stan-

dard parameters, found to predict the properties of several

delayed proton emitters in the vicinity of Br, excellent

agreement is found between experiment and predictions for
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the excited state lifetimes and the shape of the proton

spectrum. We thus conclude that our present data for Br

give no evidence for any non-statistical deviations from a

smooth dependence of average level width on excitation energy.

2.13 g-Factors for High-K Isomers in Hf Isotopes

P.M. Walker (Michigan State University), D. Ward, 0. Hausser
and H.R. Andrews

We have measured g-factors for some well-known isomers

in Hf nuclei by performing spin rotation measurements in an

external magnetic field. The states were populated and
A_ 4 A+2aligned by ^ b ( He,2n) Hf reactions using the pulsed beam

facility on the MP tandem. Experimental details have been

given previously (Faestermann et al., Hyperfine Interactions
17ft

£ (1978) 716). A summary is given below. The Hf result

is quoted from an earlier experiment (loc.cit.). We are

analyzing the results in terms of the mixing between the

2-proton and 2-neutron quasi-particle configurations which

is sensitively determined by these g-factors.

Isotope

172Hf
172Hf

174Hf
178Hf

E
(kev)

2006

1685

1984

1549

1554

8~

6+

23/2"

6+

6+

Table

tl/2
(ns)

Present Expt

163.0±3.0

4.8+0.4

19.5+0.6

138.0±4.0

77.0±1.0c)

2.13.1

g
Present Expt

0.982±0.008

0.92+0.10

0.57 ±0.02

0.892± 0.008

0.959± 0.008

(a)
dominant '
configuration

7/2+p,9/2"p

7/2+p,5/2+p

7/2+p,9/2~p,7/2+n

7/2+p,5/2+p

7/2+p,5/2+p

refs(b>

1

1

CM
 

C
O

4

a) Nilsson orbitals are 7/2[404]p, 9/2~[514]p, 5/2[402]p, 7/2[633]n

b) for level schemes

1. Walker et al.,Nucl. Phys. A293 (1977) 481
2. Dracoulis et al., J. Phys. G.: Nucl. Phys. 5_ (1979) L19
3. Khoo et al., MSU Annual Reports (1974) 65; (1975) 59
4. Khoo and Lovhoiden, Phys. Lett. bTB (1977) 271

c) Faestermann et al. (loc cit)
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2.14 Calculation of Nuclear Moments in Pb

0. Hausser, I.S. Towner, H.-E. Mahnke, T.K. Alexander,
H.R. Andrews and D. Ward

In previous experiments (PR-P-123: 2.12; AECL-6680)

we have observed quadrupole interactions of Pb isomers in

solid Hg which showed a 55% increase in |Q(12 )| between

Pb and Pb. It seemed of interest to us to see whether

this feature can be understood within a pure neutron con-

figuration space using a constant set of effective charges.

We have calculated the energies, magnetic moments,

quadrupole moments and B(E2) values in Pb isotopes by the

standard shell model using the Oak Ridge computer cods.

The particles were allowed to occupy five orbitals, 3p , ,,,

3 p3/2' 2 f5/2' 2f7/2 an(^ •*••'• 3/2' a n d t n e o c c u P a t i ° n numbers
were limited such that the largest matrix to be diagonalized

was of the dimension 180 x 18C. Two residual neutron-

neutron interactions were employed: those of Kuo and Herling

(T.T.S. Kuo, private communication), modified to fit

the energies of low-lying states in Pb, and those of Ma

and True (Phys. Rev. C8_ (1973) 2313) . The electromagnetic

single particle matrix elements were taken from experiment

in 2 0 6' 2 0 7pb o r f r o m Donohue et al. (Phys. Rev. Cl£ (1975)

1547).

The results are shown in Table 2.14.1; states of

similar quasiparticle structure have been grouped together.

The following observations are made:

a) The observed magnetic moments are in good agreement

with the calculations.

b) The group of states whose structure is dominated by
-2 +

the 1^2/2^2 configurations shows a mass variation of

Q and B(E2) in good agreement with the calculations

The increase in Q(12+) between 2 0 6Pb and 2 0 0Pb is well

explained.

c) The calculations for 204Pb(4+) and for 203Pb(21/2+) are

in good agreement with experiment.



A

206

205

201

200

206

200

206

202

200

204

203

» •

25/2"

25/2"

12+

9~

9"

7~

T

T

4+

21/2+

E^Mev)

18.136

25.392

{52.93+Ex>

^63.25

16.768

%62.41

16.309

46.45

^62.32

30.202

{37.32+E }
X

18.
17.

25.
24.

56.
53.

64.
59.

16.
16.

63.
58.

16.
16.

47.
44,

63.
58.

30.
29.

39.
37.

, - )

942b)

395
887

618
078

422
684

769
308

742
796

309
174

428
867

568
890

146
009

,357
,323

Table 2.14.1

Isomars in Pb-Isotopcs

exp

-1.860(48)

-0.845(14)

-1.884(72)

-0.256(3.0)

-0.152(3)

0.224(4)

,m.)
calc

-1.843
-1.843

-0.884

-1.152
-1.168

-1.706
-1.734

-0.161
-0.134

-0.352
-0.171

-0.131
-0.179

-0.426
-0.866

-0.870
-0.534

0.084
0.058

-0.475
-0.682

Q(efn2

exp

51(2)

63

46

79

40

28

32

44

88

calc

51
51

64
60

78
62

78
81

55
54

64
56

44
42

58
43

46
59

46
51

95
93

B(E2!1I
7r-+I7r-2)(e2fm4)

exp calc

24.1(1.4) 24
24

44.7(1.4) 76
120

57(6) 70
64

94
88

19.5(8) 29
5

0.29(1) 0.5
0.8

a) E(A) = ME(A) + (208-A)ME(n) - ME(208) where ME is the mass excess In MeV and ME(n) = 8.07143 MeV

b) top entry refers to Kuo's force, lower entry to Ma and True's force
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d) The disagreements are most severe for states for which

the two residual interactions give very different re-

sults, indicating a iar^e sensitivity to configuration

mixing. This appears to be the case for the 9 and 7

states in 2 0 0Pb, the 7~ states in 2 0 ?Pb, and the 25/2~

state in 2 0 1Pb.

2.15 The Electric Field Gradient for Gadolinium and Quadrupole
147

Moments in Gd

0. Hausser, D. Ward, T.K. Alexander, H.R. Andrews, H.-E,
Mahnke, J.F. Sharpey-Schafer, P. Skensved, M.L. Swanson
and P. Taras

In a previous experiment (PR-P-123: 2.11; AECL-

6680) we have observed static quadrupole interactions
147of isomeric states in Gd in single crystals of

hexagonal Gd which provided the first direct experimental

evidence of a sizeable (oblate) deformation at high

spin in this region of transitional nuclei. The electric

field gradient (efg) above the Curie point for Gd, where

the measurements were made, was not known but had to be

extrapolated from the known value at 4K,eq = (3.41 +

0.14)*1017V/cm2 (see PR-P-123: 2.13; AECL-6680). Such

extrapolations are uncei ain for rare earth hosts

because induced charge quadrupole fields from neighboring

atoms in the lattice may cause deviations from the usual
3/2

T ' temperature dependence which are difficult to pre-

dict (Rasera et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 4_1 (1978) 1188).

We have now measured the efg for Gd at 332Kby

Coulomb exciting Gd single crystals with a pulsed beam
4

of 6 MeV He. The high-energy chopper was essential
to curtail the beam pulses to a width of ^ 1 ns and to
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stabilize the beam arrival time at the target. The

Coulomb excitation gamma rays were observed in a thin

NaI(TJ!,) detector at 90°, but gamma-ray self-absorption

in the Gd prevented the use of a second detector.

Instead, we changed the single crystal orientation from

45° in the detector plane (maximum perturbed angular

distribution effect) to 0° {no effect)• The energy

window in the gain-stabilized Nal(T«,) detector (75 -

102 keV) comprised five components (the 2 + •> 0+ transi-

tions in 1 5 6' 1 5 8' 1 6 0
Ga a nd the 7/2~ ->• 5/2" transitions

in 1 5 5 ' 1 5 7 G d ) , whose intensities were measured with a

planar Ge detector. The quadrupole moments of 2 and

7/2" states were derived using the rotational model, and

for an assumed value of the efg, the time distributions

for the mixture of y rays was calculated. The time dis-

tributions were then convoluted with the time resolution

of the Nal(TJl) detector (̂ 2.6 ns FWHM at 80 keV) , obtained

from prompt excitation of K x-rays in a Pb target. From a

comparison of measured and calculated time distributions

we find eq(332K)= (3.43 ± 0.14)*i017 V/cm2. Since our

previous measurements in the paramagnetic regime show a

weak temperature dependenca, q(T)/g(332 K) = (1 - (1.5 + 0.4)
-5 3/2

10 T ' )/0.9093 the existing data suggest small deviations

from this function in the ferromagnetic regime which amount

to (-11 ± 6)% at 4 K.

In Table 2.15.1 we summarize the spins, half-lives,

quadrupole moments of isomers in Gd together with the

energies and a2 coefficients used in their determination.

The quasiparticle configurations were used to calculate

Q in the shell model and in a deformed model of the Nilsson

type. It is seen that the deformation |3| required to

reproduce the data increases with increasing spin. The

oblate deformations are strongly favored over the prolate

ones (in square brackets) on theoretical grounds.
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Table 2.15.1

Quadrupole Moments in Gd

T 1 / 2 i" Quaslpartlcle E a (t-0) V e
2 q Q / h a ) |Q | b ) QSM

C> B
<nij (assumed) Configuration (ke\)

 Z " ( M i z ) (g*? n ) (bTrn)

510(20) (49/2+) " h n / 2 v h n / 2 f 7/2*13/2 2 6 0 < 9 ) 3-1*07) -0.84 -0.18(0.201

254 0.23

(49/2 ) "hu/2
vf7/2113/2h9/2 260(9) 3.14(17) -1.36 -0.18(0.20)

339 -0.10

(59/2") "d5/2
hll/2v£7/2113/2h9/2 315(16) 3.80(20) -1.40 -0.22(0.231

26.8(0.7) 27/2" "hll/2v£7/2 2 7 2 0 - 1 7 Io5< 7 ) 1.26(8) -0.78 -0.06(0.10]

vi13/2,3"«vf7/2 997 0.31 61(6) 0.73(7) -0.36 -0.05I0.0.S]

a i for a common temperature of 332 K, with q(T)/q(332 K) - (1 - 1.5(4) 10"V 2)/0.9093

experimental rnoncnt deduced from v , with eq(332 K) - (3.43 i 0.14)1017 V/cn .

theoretical shell model moment: calculated with e(proton) * 1.53, e(neutron) « 1.0

2.16 Determination of Average g-Factors in Different Spin

Regions for Se, ' ' Kr by the Transient Magnetic Field

D. Ward, H.R. Andrews, A.J. Ferguson, 0. Hausser, N. Rud
(Aarhus University), P. Skensved and J. Keinonen (Queen's
University)

Heavy-ion reactions can be used to measure g-factors

of high spin states with the transient magnetic field.

(Kalish et al., Phys. Rev. C8 (1973) 757; Skaali et al.,

Nucl. Phys. A238 (1975) 159.) We have measured average

g-factors in different spin regions of Se, ' ' Kr

by the method described previously (PR-P-122: 2.14; AECL-

6582). The experimental conditions have been greatly im-

proved by a) using Fe as the magnetic material with

improved peak to background; b) ensuring that the p2n

reactions from ' O + ' Cu were the dominant channels;
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c) by means of different target/projectile combinations

populating the final nucleus with very different spin

distributions.
16 18 2

Targets consisted of WO, ( 0 or 0) (̂ 1 mg/cm ) ,
Yb(M).25 mg/cm2), 54Pe(5.0 mg/cm2) and Cuf^lO "i/cm2 )/63Cu
and Cu beam at energies of 190 MeV and 200 MeV were used

in the reactions, and Kr(Se) nuclei at ^ 130 MeV(v/c =6%)

recoiled through the Fe layer and stopped in the Cu
54backing. The nuclei spent <v 0.5 ps in the Fe and were

thereby exposed to a transient magnetic field of initial

intensity "\» 3000 T) . Two Ge(Li) detectors positioned at

6 = ±60° measured the precessions of the 8 , 6 , 4 , and

2 + states in the ground band.

The multiplicities for the transitions were measured

concurrently with the precessions by using a Nal(T£)-Ge(Li)

coincidence arrangement. The mean multiplicity was con-

verted into a mean entry spin in the Kr nuclei.

Table 2.16.1 shows the transient field effects for

transitions from 6 , 4 , 2 states. The e-values have been

corrected for 6-decay from Rb and Br nuclei created in 2pn

and 3n reactions. Table 2.16.1 also shows the mean spin

values, I e n t r v/ f°r the individual cases.

Table 2.16.1

entry

entry

Transient Field

\

= 1 8 -1.07

= 6-8 - 1- 1 4

-0)
I

± 0.

+ 0.

Effects

10

10

-1

-1

in78Kr

e(4

.6

.42

+2)
i

± 0

+ 0

.3

.18

-1

-1

.55

.7

+4)
i

± 0

± 0

.20

.7

The angular distribution functions were determined

for all the 2 •* 0 transitions and were found to be in

good agreement with experiments with O beams on a Cu

target (Robinson et al., preprint 1979; Hellmeister et al.,

preprint, 1979). The angular distributions for the 4 -> 2
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and 6+ •> 4 + transitions were therefore taken from the above

references. In Table 2.16.1 the e-values for the 2 + •* 0+

transitions are smaller than those for higher spins because

there is less alignment in the 2 states. In fact the

continuum precessions determined from the various discrete

states were consistent and about 35 ± 5 mrad in both spin

regions.

The g-factors derived from a preliminary analysis

(calibrated as in Hlhasser et al. PR-P-122: 2.15; AECL-6582)

are g = 0.6 for both high and low spin entry in Kr. In

the final analysis uncertainties should be about 10%.

2.17 Lifetimes and Feeding Times for Very High Spin

Levels in 147Gd

D. Ward, T.K. Alexander, H.R. Andrews, A.J. Ferguson,
0. Hausser, and John F. Sharpey-Schafer [Liverpool
University]

147
The nucleus Gd has two high spin isomers of 27

and 530 ns mean life shown schematically below (Fig. 2.17.1).

The level scheme below the 27 ns isomer is well-known (Broda

et al,, Z Phys A 285 (1978) 423), however, it has so far

proved impossible to establish the level scheme between the

isomers because of its complexity, and consequently the

spin of the 530 ns isomer has not been determined, though

it most probably lies between 49/2 and 59/2. Above the

530 ns isomer the situation is less complex and a tentative

scheme was proposed for 8 Y~rays extending to 3.022 MeV

(above the isomer) and spin ^ 22/2 (actually 71/2-81/2

depending on the spin of the isomer) by Haas et al.,

PR-P-118: 2.9; AECL-6216.

We have performed recoil distance experiments to

ascertain lifetimes and feeding times for levels both

below and above the 530 ns isomer. Stretched targets of
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Sn were bombarded with a pulsed si beam to populate

levels by the 124Sn (28Si, 5 n)147Gd reaction. Complete

sets of data were taken at both 149 MeV and 135 MeV.

Spectra in prompt coincidence with the beam burst were

accumulated in a Ge(Li) detector placed at 0 gated by

delayed events from an array of 4 NaI(T£) detectors. By

selecting the timing of NaI(T£) events, either 5-40 ns or

100-700 ns after the beam burst, coincident events in the

Ge(Li) detector corresponded to prompt feeding of levels above

either the 27 ns or the 530 ns isomers (cf Pig. 2.17.1).

15 v rays

1
49/2 - 59/2

27/2

7/2

Fig. 2.17.1

The new data confirm the scheme of Haas above the

530 ns isomer. In addition, on the basis of decay curves,

Y~Y coincidence measurements and energy sums, we have been

able to place several weak Y rays into side branches of

the scheme which now comprises 15 Y rays. At 2.406 MeV

above the 530 ns isomer, there is an isomer of 1.1 ns

meanlife which was only detected by the recoil distance

technique.

An' interesting feature of this scheme, which has

ramifications for spectroscopy in the N = 82 region, can

be deduced from both the lifetime data, Fig. 2.17.2, and

i
> 60 Y~raYs

1
7 Y-rays

1 4 7Gd

530 ns

,. 3.58 MeV
27 ns

,„ 0
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the previously determined angular distributions, Table

2.17.1. The assignments of Haas et al. for the lowest

levels above the isomer led to the scheme given in Fig.

2.17.2 with a spin change of 4 'n between the isomer and

the state 1292.3 kev above it.

Transition
(keV)

188.9

373.1

919.1

1103.4

a2

0.38

-0.29

0.61.

0.29

(10)

(4)

(16)

(3)

Table 2.

a4

-0.10(11)

-0.02 (5)

0.19(22)

-0.14 (4)

17.1

Multipolarity
Haas et al.

AL=2 Q

AL=1 D

AL=3 0

AL=2 Q

Suggested
by new data

AL=0

AL=1

AL=1

AL=2

D

D

Q/D

Q

1292.3
188.91

1103.4

4.5 ps I
110 ps

373.1

< 1.5 ps

919.1

Isomer
530 ns

147
Gd

Fig. 2.17.2

The lifetime data are inconsistent with an E3 assign-

ment for the 919.1 keV transition and this demands a re-

vision of four multipolarities involved. A new scheme

consistent with the angular distributions and lifetimes
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is given in Table 2.17.1. This involves non-stretched

transitions and implies a spin change of only 2 -K between

the levels. Thus it appears very dubious to assume that

all yray transitions on the yrast line must be stretched.

On the basis of the new assignments and measured lifetimes

we find that the strengths of the five possible E2 tran-

sitions lying above the 530 ns isomer all lie in a narrow

range between 2 and 5 Wu.

The recoil distance data below the 530 ns isomer

cannot be directly interpreted since the level scheme is

not known, indeed it was hoped that these data would help

to resolve some of the problems of the level scheme. We

find a long-lived (̂  1 ns) component in most of the y rays

studied, indicating the presence of a T "v 1 ns isomer

lying between the 530 ns and 27 ns isomers. None of the

observed y rays indicated a pure decay of this lifetime

and it is conjectured that the primary decay of this isomer

is through the 120 keV transition for which no decay curve

could be determined on account of its low energy. Further

analysis is in progress.

2.18 Multiplicity Analysis in Heavy Ion Induced Fusion
Reactions

A.J. Ferguson

A Fortran computer program, MAMUL, for the

analysis of gamma-ray multiplicity experiments, received

from the Niels Bohr Institute, Copenhagen, has been

adapted for operation on the PDP-10 computer. A minor

error was corrected. The program can make corrections

to the input data for neutron and background gamma-ray

detection and has a facility for fitting several

functional forms to the multiplicity distribution.
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R. Bauer (Phys. Rev. C19 (1979)) has shown that

a semiclassical approximation can be used to analyze

angular correlations in gamma-ray cascades in the special

case when all transitions are stretched, and has applied

this approximation to obtain a corrected matrix for the

conversion of fold probabilities to the moments of the

multiplicity distribution. A fold probability is the

probability that a particular number of counters, p, of

a counter array will record coincident counts from an

event. A more direct procedure has been devised to

obtain this matrix, also using the semiclassical approx-

imation, and appears to give somewhat larger corrections

than given by Bauer's method; the reason for this

disparity is being investigated.

Previously measured data (PR-P-110: 2.9; AECL-5546)

will be analyzed with the above programs. A different

approach devised by W. Kohl et al. (Zeit. f. Physik. A285,

17, (1978)) will also be applied.

O *3 Q

2.19 Search for a Gamma-Emitting Isomer in Muonic U
0. Hausser, S.N. Kaplan (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory),
J.A. MacDonald (TRIUMF), S. Ahmad, G.A. Beer, G. E. Mason,
A. Olin and R.M. Pearce (University of Victoria)

The search for a gamma-emitting isomer in muonic
238

U, excited by radiationless transfer of muonic trans-

ition energy to the nucleus and reported to occur with

a probability of ^0.5% per muon stopping (Fromm et al.,

Nucl. Phys. A278 (1977) 337) has been continued (see

PR-P-118: 2.23; AECL-6216). The installation of an

electrostatic separator has dramatically improved the quality

of the y~beam at TRIUMF, with the TT~ and e~ contaminations

reduced to ^ 0.25% and ^ 15%,-respectively. In our experi-
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ment stringent pileup-rejection circuits limited the useable
_ 4

y stop rate to ^ 7x10 although a five times higher rate

was available at an H~ beam current of 100 pA. Prompt

muonic x-rays and delayed back decay yrays (i.e. yrays

deexciting the fission isomer, located in the outer potential

well at large deformation, into states of normal deformation)

observed in an intrinsic Ge detector were required to
precede by at least 20 ns the nuclear capture y rays from

238
the muonic U ground state, which were detected in one
or more of seven Nal(TJl) counters of 7.6 cm x 7.6 cm (3"

x 3") and 5 cm x 5 cm (2" x 2") volume. The Ge detector

pulse height information, the relative times of the Ge and

NaKTX,) signals to each other and to the muon stopping time,

and a status word identifying the NaI(T£) detector that had

fired, were stored on magnetic tape by a NOVA-based data

acquisition system. A total of *v< 2x10 delayed coincidence
2 ̂R 6

events were recorded with a U target and ^ 1.3x10 events

with a UF 4 target. About one-third of the Ge pulses

stored occurred promptly, with the muonic x-rays serving

as a normalization for the delayed events. A preliminary

inspection of the data could not confirm the existence of

the back decay y~ r ays with a mean-life T 'v 12 ns as identi-

fied by Fromm et al., although the number of counts in the

present experiment is an order of magnitude larger. Further

analysis is in progress.

2.20 Fission Yields and Lifetimes for Muon-Induced Fission in
2 3 5 U and 2 3 8 U

0. Hausser with S. Ahmad, G.A. Beer, M.S. Dixit, G.R. Mason,
A. Olin, R.M. Pearce (University of Victoria), J.A. MacDonald
(TRIUMF), and S.N. Kaplan (University of California,
Berkeley)

Previous measurements of absolute fission yields
238

following muon capture in U exhibit large variations

up to a factor of five, indicating large systematic
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uncertainties. In fission chamber experiments it is ci?*r.

difficult to estimate the fraction of muons captured into

the thin actinide target, especially if it is in the fom

of a compound or mixture. We have developed a novel

technique in which muon capture into the actinide nucleus

is identified by requiring a muonic K x*-ray to precede

the fission event (see PR-P-122: 2.24; AECL-6582). After

applying a correction for the fission detection efficiency,

the absolute yield for delayed fission is simply the ratio

of coincident to total number of K x-rays.

The fission chamber efficiencies, e_, have now

been determined by using slow neutrons from the Berkeley
235

research reactor. For the U chamber, which contained
235 2

17 targets each with a UF. thickness of 0.8 mg/cm , we
find e. = (78 ± 12)% and a delayed fission yield per K
x ray of 0.125 ± 0.023. For the -30U chamber, which

2
contained 10 targets of 4 mg/cm uranyl nitrate, we find

ef = (47 ± 9 ) % and a delayed fission yield per K x-ray

of 0.062 + 0.013.

From the direct time distributions for fission we

have obtained the ratios for prompt-to-delayed events

(0.145 ± 0.004 for 2 3 5U and 0.105 ± 0.007 for 2 3 8U) and
235

the mean lifetimes for fission (71.5 ± 0.9 ns for U and
0 O O

76.0 + 1.3 ns for ZJOU) . In " B U we find a substantial
short-lived (T^18 ns) component whose origin has

yet to be determined.
235

In U, where target thickness and efficiency

corrections are small, our total fission yield,

yf = 0.143 + 0.023, should be particularly reliable,

indicating that the only other existing value measured by

Chultem et al.(Nucl. Phys. A294 (1978) 369) is a factor

of four too small.

The fraction of prompt fissions, 3 = 0.018 + 0.003
o o c " 2 38

for u and B <\» 0.011 + 0.004 for U,are of importance

when investigating possible lifetime differences for the

fission decay mode and those for electron, Y-ray and

neutron emission. Since in prompt fission the muon is
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attached preferentially to the heavier fragment, a longer-

lived component (T *> 130 ns) is admixed to the decay curves

for the latter three decay modes. We estimate the

differences in the effective lifetimes for the, electron
235

and fission modes to be T - T - = 1.0+0.2 ns for U and
238

0.6+0.2 ns for U, with the differences Tn~Tf

x -T- being somewhat smaller. A comparison with the

direct experimental lifetimes shows that those for fission

tend indeed to be the shortest, but that the lifetime

differences tend to be too large. It should, however, be

noted that the different experiments have different sen-

sitivities to unwanted background, with fission usually

providing the least ambiguous signal. A future fruitful

approach to the observation of lifetime differences in

muonic actinides might be an extension of our present

technique, namely the measurement of time distributions

of the various decay products in coincidence with x-rays

from different stages of the atomic muon cascade. The

high beam intensities available from the present meson

facilities should make such experiments feasible.

2.21 He Irradiations of Graphite Discs

H.R. Andrews and D. Ward with I. Aitchison (System
Materials Branch)

As a first step in assessing the usefulness of thin

layer activation techniques for studies of mechanical wear

in end face seals, we have irradiated the flat surfaces of

four graphite discs with 19 MeV He to produce

Be (T, = 53.4 d). The samples were irradiated to a dose

of fifty particle microcoulombs in each of an ^ 2 mm beam

spot at 60 intervals near the periphery. Gamma spectra

from these samples are being taken to determine the

production of Be and other isotopes arising from impurities
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in the graphite; the dapth profile of the Be will be

determined by controlled abrasion of the surface. It is

expected that future irradiations will involve actual

pump seal components.

2.22 Radioisotope Dating with the MF Tandem Accelerator

H.R. Andrews, G.C. Ball, W.G. Davies and J.C.D. Milton
with Y. Imahori (NRX Reactor Branch) and R.M. Brown and
R.J. Schultz (Environmental Research Branch)

As described previously (PR-P-123: 2.7; AECL-6680)

the apparatus was moved to a position on the 56° line in

target room 1. The velocity filter was installed immediately

after SMI and operated in the vertical direction. Clean

energy spectra free from the background encountered on the

70° line were obtained. However, modifications are required

to the velocity filter to achieve the separation of C and
14

C ions necessary for the measurement of old samples.

The energy acceptance at the new location was compar-

able to that obtained on the 70 line. In previous experi-

ments it was found that the beam steering through the
12 14

tandem could not be optimized for C and C simultaneously.
As a result the tandem was operated at a fixed terminal

voltage and the analyzing magnet and beam transport system

adjusted. This procedure was completely satisfactory.

2.23 The Determination of the Thickness of Installed Terminal

Stripper Foils

H.R. Andrews, N. Burn and J.L. Gallant

The development of stripper foils prepared by the

cracking of ethylene in a DC discharge has greatly extended

the heavy ion capability of the MP Tandem. Careful control

of the foil thickness is important because of beam trans-

mission losses from multiple scattering in the stripper foils.
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Accurate direct laboratory measurement of the thickness

of individual foils in the ranga of 3-5 yg/cm is very

difficult and we have therefore attempted measurements

in situ in the tandem terminal.
63 7+

A beam of 81 MeV Cu , produced by gas stripping,

was analyzed at a terminal voltage reading of, for example,

10.1066 MV. The precise absolute calibration of the

generating volt meter (GVM) is unimportant since the thick-

ness determination depends on small differences. A strip-

ping foil was then inserted ahead of the gas canal and, for

the same analyzed energy, the voltage had to be increased

to 10.1160 MV. The energy loss in the foil is thus 9.4 x 8

- 75 keV. From Northcliffe and Schilling the stopping

power of Cu in C at 10 MeV is 22.9 keV/yg-cm )(Nuclear Data

Tables 2 (1970) 310) so that the stripper foil thickness is

^3.1 yg«cm with an estimated error of about 10%. It is

intended to examine a large number of foils to correlate

the observed transmission with the foil thickness.

2.24 Computer-Aided Control System for the Superconducting
Cyclotron

R.L. Graham, B.F. Greiner (NRX Reactor Branch), L.D.
Hansen (Mathematics and Computation Branch) and R.B. Walker

A second RP02 disk drive has been added to the

PDP-11/34 computer system and is functioning reliably.

Prior to this installation more than 95% of the single

disk storage area was in use; this had inhibited program

development.

The basic RSX-llD software operating system has

been revised and updated to match the current computer

hardware and to accommodate the latest control software

from the VICKSI project at the Hahn Meitner Institute

(HMI); the latter has now been generated and installed
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and appears to be running successfully. This new software

is being studied and documented. The MUMTI interpreter

software package is being revised and improved (cf PR-P-124:

5.5).

Two CAMAC testing modules have been assembled and

wired according to HMI specifications. One, which will be

used to check stepping motor controller (SMC) modules,

appears to be working properly. A second, which will be

used to check input gate output register (IGOR) modules,

is ready for testing. Plans are available for two addi-

tional test modules of HMI design. These test modules

will permit rigorous testing of the commonly used CAMAC

modules (SMC, IGOR, etc.) with programs already developed

at HMI.

2.25 Progress on the Injection Line for the Superconducting
Cyclotron

W.G. Davies and A.R. Rutledge

As a result of the recently discovered error in the

code Goblin (PR-P-124: 6.3 .2.4; AECL-6 788) , the optical system

required to match the beam from the tandem to the cyclotron

must be redesigned, however, since the error affects only

the axial (vertical) direction, the basic concept of the

matching scheme can remain unchanged.

To date solutions have been obtained for two of the

six test ion-energy combinations, namely U-10 and U-3, with

only minor changes to the physical layout, of the system

being required.

The most significant result of correcting the error

is a reduction by a factor of 2, of the vertical aperture

in the two large bending magnets in front of the cyclotron.

This will reduce their size, weight and power requirements

significantly.
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2.26 Installation of an Emittance Measuring Device

R.L. Graham, T.K. Alexander, R.A. Surette and R.B. Walker

A commercially available device for measuring the

emittance of ion beams has been installed on the +10° beam

line after the first switching magnet. This unit was de-

signed at the Hahn-Meitner Institute for use on the VICKSI

accelerator combination (F. Wulf, C. Egelhaaf and H. Homeyer,

HMI report B300, June 1979) and was manufactured by Danfysik.

The emittance measuring device (EMD) consists of

a) a 0.2 mm wide slit system which can be rotated to scan

the beam in the horizontal (x) or vertical (y) direction;

b) a 15-detector array system of 0.4 mm wide metal fingers

separated by 0.4 mm insulated gaps; and c) the electronics

that control the measuring sequence and operate the fifteen

detector integrators and a separate normalizing integrator.

The detector unit is located 1.023 m downstream from the

slit unit and the finger array subtends an angular range

of ±5.7 mrad with respect to the slit.

Both the slit and detector systems are rotated by

stepping motors which are controlled by Joerger SMC-L step-

ping motor controller CAMAC modules. In initial tests the

stepping motors operated erratically. After some consid-

erable effort the difficulty was traced to a design error

in the wiring of the Danfysik stepping motor power supply,

which has now been corrected. Tests of other features are

in progress.

The software needed to operate this device is

being adapted from that used at the VICKSI project (Chr.

Egelhaaf, R.L. Graham and H. Homeyer, HMI report 301,

in press).
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2.27 Tandem Electronics

J.P.D. O'Dacre, E.C. Waito and J.S. Barsczewski

Four of the current offset/calibrator chassis des-

cribed in PR-P-122: 2.21; AECL-6582 have been constructed,

one for each of the present control room beam current inte-

grators. Installation will be made during the first

extended shut down.

A prototype fibre optic controlled power supply

for the UNIS source ionizer has been tested. As a result

changes permitting simpler filtering, and more importantly,

faster response in the servo regulated output will be made.

A second generation fibre optic controlled cone

selector for the UNIS source has been tested. Results

indicate that a digital rather than the cheaper analog

shaft position detector may be required when the computer

is introduced into the source control system.

A four decade dual preset counter for use in the

new experiment control system has passed the prototype

stage and construction of two units is underway. Two four-

decade thumbwheel switches load digital comparators which

in turn are connected to the counter output. When the

counter reaches the first preset number, control action

is (typically) initiated; at the second it is stopped.

2.28 Target Preparation Laboratory

J.L. Gallant and D.J. Yaraskavitch

Special techniques are needed in the g-factor

studies, for which targets containing iron rolled to an

accurate thickness and annealed in hydrogen at 900°C are

required. Several sandwich targets consisting of layers

of copper, the rolled iron-54, ytterbium buffer zone,
18

W 0, and a thin protective copper layer were fabricated.
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Stripper Foils

Carbon stripper foils were replenished at the low

and high energy ends of the tandem during a scheduled

opening of the accelerator.

Work done for other branches

Aluminum oxide targets were prepared for the Solid

State Science Branch.

Laser mirrors and reflective mirrors for the pulsed

electron (FEBETRON) were prepared for the Physical Chemistry

Branch.

Work done for Universities

Two targets of potassium-39 as KI on gold backings

were prepared for the Department of Physics, Queen's
39

University. They are to be used in K(p,y) cross-section

measurements which are of astrophysical interest.

2.29 MP Tandem Operation

J.C.D. Milton

The availability was reduced by a scheduled

shutdown of approximately two weeks to rotate

accelerating tubes 2 and 3, and do routine maintenance

on the chains. After the tube rotation the transmission

was unchanged (or possibly slightly better). The

injection steering required is different but axial

injection is still not possible. The assumption of a

regular stamping error is therefore incorrect. The

solution preferred is now to place electrostatic steerers

between tubes 1 and 2. Some beam time was lost because

of spontaneous tilting of the gas stripper canal. It

has now been wedged in position.
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Seventeen visiting scientists participated in 11

of the 16 experiments performed. These experiments

used 76% of the available time and in them the average

visitor participation was 48%.

Table 2.

MP Tandem Operating Times

Beam available

Scheduled Shutdown

Unscheduled Shutdown

Total

27.1

Sept.

Hours

1280.0

553.5

250.5

2084.0

18 to Dec.

61

26

12

100

1

%
.4

.6

•J)
.0

2.30 IAEA Intercomparison of High Precision Germanium
y-Spectrometry Results

A.R. Rutledge, L.V. Smith and J.S. Merritt

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has

communicated to us tabulated data about the sources used

for the dead-time/pile-up test, which allow us to compare

our experimentally obtained results with the true values.

This confirms that our data are well within the estimates

previously reported (PR-P-123: 2.33; AECL-6680), and
4 —1

are accurate within 1% for input rates of 10 s , which

corresponds to a dead-time and pile-up correction of 33%

for the particular counting system used. For the highest
4 —1

rate tested, 1.5 x 10 s (correction factor of 50%),

errors of 4 to 5% occurred. We have recalculated these

data with a better fitting program developed by R.L. Graham

(CRNL-731,1972), which gives a shaped-background correction

by an iteration procedure. This reduces the error to 2%

at the highest rate tested. Other tests have shown that

adjustments to the amplifier (base line restoration and

pole zero appropriate for the particular count-rate and

spectrum) are important to achieve these accuracies.
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2.31 A Survey regarding the Stability of Semiconductor Detectors

Used in x- or y-ray Spectrometry

L.V. Smith, J.S. Merritt and A.R. Rutledge

A survey has been made on behalf of the International

Committee for Radionuclide Metrology (ICRM) among the users

of semiconductor detectors to ascertain the performance

characteristics observed over a period of time. Data for

seventy detectors were submitted for analysis, of which the

majority were germanium-lithium drifted type (Ge(Li)).

These seventy detectors were from fourteen suppliers. Some

were constructed within various research institutions but

the majority were from commercial detector manufacturers.

A draft of a report has been prepared for submission to

the chairman of the a-, f5- and y^ay Spectrometry Working

Group of ICRM.

2.32 The Half-life of 46Sc

A.R. Rutledge and J.S. Merritt

A preliminary value for the half-life of Sc

(PR-P-112: 2.28; AECL-5696) was determined by following

the decay of two samples versus that of a radium refer-

ence source in our 4ny ionization chamber. No impurities

were detectable by Ge(Li) y^ay spectrometry at any time

throughout the measurement period of more than 12 half-

lives. The work is now completed and our final value

for the half-life of 46Sc is 83.752 ± 0.011 days, whei

the quoted uncertainty is one standard deviation.

2.33 Half-lives of 22Na, 1 3 3Ba, 1 3 4Cs, 137Cs and 152Eu

A.R. Rutledge, J.S. Merritt and L.V. Smith

22
Work is continuing on half-life measurements of Na

(PR-P-99: 2.23; AECL-4697) and 133Ba (PR-P-112: 2.9; AECL-5696)
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and has begun on Cs, Cs, and Eu. Preliminary

values of the half-lives, as determined by our 4uy ioni-

zation chamber measurements, are given below. The uncer-

tainty quoted is one standard deviation.

No. of half-lives
Nuclide followed No. of points %(days ± la)

22Na

133Ba

134Cs

137Cs

152EU

3.8

0.15

1.25

0.05

0.29

89

20

32

20

48

950.25

3756.7

753.66

10449.0

4888.3

± 0.11

+ 26.7

± 0.29

± 147.0

+ 7.4

2.34 The Half-life of 60Co

J.S. Merritt, A.R. Rutledge and L.V. Smith

Measurements with our Avy ionization chamber on

four different series of Co samples are continuing, as

is our 4ir&-Y coincidence experiment on another series of

six sources prepared from one solution. A detailed

analysis of all results is planned for 1980. Meanwhile,

we have determined preliminary values for the half-life

of 60Co to be

Value (d) No. of sources

IC

4irB-Y

1924.

1923.

12

78

+

±

0

0

.76

.56

4

& 6

The uncertainties shown are one standard error in the

weighted mean.
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2.35 Standards Issued

J.S. Merritt, A.R. Rutledge and L.V. Smith

54
Mn - General Chemistry

147
Pm - Biomedioal Research

241
Am - Environmental Research

2.36 Miscellaneous Services

J.S. Merritt

7l

Co - Commercial Operations

Be - Materials Science

60,

207 2 28
Bi, °Th - Nuclear Physics

2.37 Laser Magnetic Resonance

O.R. Smith, J.S. Geiger and J.D. Bonnett

See PR-CMa-51; AECL-6846.

2.38 Publications and Lectures

a) Publications

21 9
HIGH-SPIN STATES IN THE ODD-ODD NUCLEUS At
T.P. S;oreen, U. Garg & D.P. Fossan, J.R. Beene,
T.K. Alexander, E.D. Earle, 0. Hausser and A.B.
McDonald
Phys. Rev. C2£ (1979) 960

LINEAR POLARIZATION OF THE CONTINUUM GAMMA-RAYS FEEDING
HIGH SPIN YRAST STATES IN 151,152Dy m D 156-15§Er

W. Trautmann, J.F. Sharpey-Schafer, H.R. Andrews, B. Haas,
O. Hausser, P. Taras and D. Ward
Phys. Rev. Letts. £3 (1979) 991

DISCONTINUITY IN THE TRANSIENT MAGNETIC FIELD AROUND
Zi=9 AND Z2=26
K. Dybdal, J.S. Forster and N. Rud
Phys. Rev. Letts. 43 (1979) 1711
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THE Jïï = 3~ DOUBLET AT E = 6241 keV IN 1 8F: ISOSPIN
MIXING
W.E. Kieser, R.E. Azuma, I. Berka, K.P. Jackson, A.B.
McDonald, H.B. Mak and W. McLatchie
Nuclear Physics A327 (1979) 172

MEASUREMENTS OF g-FACTORS IN 169Tm, 1 7 0Yb, 172Yb AND 174Yb
BY TRANSIENT INTERACTION AT HIGH RECOIL VELOCITIES
D. Ward, O. Hausser, H.R. Andrews, P. Taras, P. Skensved,
N. Rud and C. Broude
Nuclear Physics A330 (1979) 225

MEASUREMENTS AND LIFETIMES AND FEEDING TIMES FOR HIGH SPIN
STATES IN 156Dy
D. Ward, H.R. Andrews, 0. Hausser, Y. El Masri, M.M. Aleonard,
P.A. Butler, I. Yang-Lee, R.M. Diamond and F.S. Stephens
Nuclear Physics A332-4 (1979) 433-454

c) Lectures

EXPERIENCE WITH FOIL STRIPPERS IN THE CHALK RIVER TANDEM
ACCELERATOR
J.L. Gallant
THE RECOVERY OF ISOTOPIC METALLIC MERCURY
J.L. Gallant
The above invited papers were presented at the International
Conference of the Nuclear Target Development Society held
at New England Nuclear, Boston, 1979 October 1-3.

NUCLEI AT HIGH ANGULAR MOMENTUM
D. Ward
Seminar given at the Université de Montréal, 1979 October 11.

PANDEMONIUM AND OTHER EXOTIC NUCLEI
j.C. Hardy
Seminar given at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, 1979
October 17.

PANDEMONIUM AND OTHER EXOTIC NUCLEI
J.C. Hardy
Colloquium delivered at Princeton University, Princeton,
N.J., 1979 November 15.

PARITY VIOLATION IN NUCLEI: STUDIES OF THE WEAK NUCLEON-
NUCLEON INTERACTION
A.B. McDonald
Seminar presented at University of Massachusetts, Amherst,
Mass., 1979 November 27.

THE SEARCH FOR NEUTRAL CURRENTS IN NUCLEI
R.G.H. Robertson
Colloquium delivered at Queen's University, Kingston,
Ontario, 1979 December 5.
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OBSERVATION OF 24Si
R.G.H. Robertson
Informal seminar given at Queen's University, Kingston,
Ontario, 1979 December 6.

PROGRESS AND FUTURE OF MAPS MEASUREMENTS AMONG NUCLEI PAR
FROM B-STABILITY
J.C. Hardy
Invited talk given at the Sixth International Conference
on Atomic Masses, Michigan State University, East Lansing,
Michigan, 1979 September 18-21.

QUADRUPOLE MOMENTS OF HIGH SPIN STATES IN NUCLEI
0. Hausser
Seminar given at the University de Montreal, 1979 December 20.

The text of the above lectures may not be available in
print.
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NEUTRON AND SOLID STATE PHYSICS BRANCH

G. DOLLING

Staff

Temperature Dependence of Phonon Frequencies and
Widths in Cu- g2Gen 08

Neutron Scattering from the Metallic Glass CUQ gZrQ A

Diffraction from Chlorophyllin

Radius of Gyration of Human Transferrin

Small Angle Neutron Scattering from Metallurgical Samples

Small Angle Neutron Scattering from Acholeplasma
Bilayers

Structure of Plastic $-N2 at Various Pressures

2+

Excitations of Isolated Clusters of Co Ions

Spin Localization and Collective Excitations in UPd,

Crystal Field Effects on Magnetic Ions

Raman and Brillouin Scattering from BaMnF.
Positron Trapping at Vacancies in Type 446 Stainless
Steel

A

Neutron Scattering in Liquid He

Single Crystal Filters for Neutron Beam Experiments

An Improved Design for the Compton Monochromator
Parity Violation in the Photodisintegration of
Deuterium
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3.2 Temperature Dependence of Phonon Frequencies and Widths

i£-£B0.92^0.08
E.C. Svensson with E.D. Hallman (Laurentian University)

A study of the temperature dependence of phonon

frequencies and widths (inverse lifetimes) in fee Cu- Q2Geo 08

was carried out using the N5 triple-axis spectrometer

operated under high-resolution conditions very similar to

those employed in the earlier study (PR-P-122:3.2, AECL-6582)

at room temperature. A selected group of 14 phonons was

studied at each of 96, 300 and 500 K, and an additional

8 phonons were studied at the two lowest temperatures. The

phonon frequencies decrease, on average, by (1.5±0.3)%

between 96 and 300 K and by (2.1 ±0.3)% between 300 and 500 K

with little dependence on branch or reduced wave vector x,.

The linewidths, which at 96 K are very nearly the calculated

resolution widths, exhibit large changes on heating for

certain branches and/or c values but little or no change for

others. For example, for the [??0]T2 and the [00£]L branches

there is little change with temperature for z £ 0.4 and an

increasing dependence on temperature thereafter with the

zone-boundary linewidths increasing by 27% between 96 and

300 K and a further 28% between 300 and 500 K. On the other

hand, for the [C£?]T and Uc?]L branches the increases are

rather similar for all wave vectors - on average 22%

between 96 and 300 K and 25% between 300 and 500 K.

The study was temporarily suspended to allow

modifications to the spectrometer and will be resumed in the

next quarter.
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3.3 Neutron Scattering from the Metallic Glass CuQ g2£0 4

T.M. Holden with G.C. Hallam, S. Dugdale and D. Pavuna

(University of Leeds, England)

No experiments have been reported on the vibra-

tional properties, such as the density of states, of

amorphous metallic alloys. Conventional glasses, such as

quartz, have frequencies above the range of conventional

neutron inelastic scattering so that it is very difficult

to measure the complete distribution. For Cun cZr_ .,

however, since Cu and Zr have maximum frequencies less than

8 THz, the neutron experiment is feasible. As part of a

program of investigating the thermal properties of metallic

glasses, neutron scattering measurements on amorphous

Cu,. >-Zrn A, quenched at 10^ deg. s from the melt, were

begun at Harwell in 1979 using the Dido triple-axis crystal

spectrometer. The present experiment, to determine the

vibrational density of states, was carried out with improved

(x2) resolution, an order of magnitude higher intensity,

and at high Q. A Ge(113) monochromator was used with a

Si(111) analyser, to minimize order contamination, in the

C5 spectrometer, which was operated in the constant-Q mode

with E1 fixed at 8 THz. The specimen weighed 12.5 g and

had the form of a parallelopiped (0.6 x 0.6 x 5 cm).

The experiment was carried out at 104 K to avoid multiphonon

corrections and the beam intensity was calibrated with a

cylindrical vanadium sample.

The measured distributions show relatively constant

inelastic scattering extending from the tail of the elastic

peak to 4 THz and then decreasing smoothly to zero at

~8.5 THz. The density of vibrational states derived from

the measurements in the incoherent approximation is a single

broad peak at 5 THz with a width at half-height of 5 THz.
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By comparison the density of states of Cu has more structure

with a broad peak centred on 4.5 THz and a sharp peak at

6.7 THz. The previous measurement of S(Q,0) at Harwell

agrees to within 10% with the present higher resolution

result. The experiment and its analysis continue.

3.4 Diffraction from Chlorophyllin

P. Martel

The diffraction pattern for 1.55 & neutrons,

measured with the C4 spectrometer, of Sigma brand chloro-

phyllin shows no high angle diffraction peaks in either gels

or dry material. However, a diffraction peak is observed at

small angles that decreases as D2O is added. If we define a

D?0-to-chlorophyllin ratio, R, as millilitres of D20 per

gram of chlorophyllin, then the apparent peak values of

scattering angle occur at 2.75, 1.45 and ~1 degrees for R

values of 0, 1.0 and 5.5, respectively. A computer program

is being written to correct the data for resolution effects

at these small angles.

3.5 Radius of Gyration of Human Transferrin

P. Martel, S.M. Kim and B.M. Powell

In an earlier analysis we have determined the

simple shapes and dimensions of human transferrin molecules

that are consistent with the small angle neutron scattering

data (PR-P-121:3.5, AECL-6530). Specific model shapes were

assumed for transferrin in this analysis. However, at the

smallest wave vectors, Q, the intensity, I{Q), of the scat-

tering can be described, independently of molecular shape,

by the expression (A. Guinier, Ann. Phys. 1£ (1939) 161):

I(Q) - 1(0) exp(-Q2R 2 / 3 ) (1)
y

*1 A = 0.1 run.
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where R is the radius of gyration of randomly oriented

molecules. From a least scruares analysis of our data we

obtain R = 30.25 ± .49 A. The shape of the transferrin

molecule found earlier was an oblate spheroid of revolution

with semi-axes of length 46.6 ±1.4 A and 15.8 ± 3.8 A

(PR-P-121:3.5, AFCL-6530). R calculated from this shape

agrees well with that determined from eq. (1), whereas the

R calculated from the other model shapes (prolate spheroid,

sphere) are in significantly poorer agreement. However, the

1(0) obtained from the present Guinier analysis is ~4% lower

than that determined from the earlier shape analysis.

3.6 Small Angle Neutron Scattering from Metallurgical Samples

B.M. Powell, S.M. Kim and P. Martel with C.E. Coleman

(Metallurgical Engineering Branch) and G.J.C. Carpenter

(Materials Science Branch)

Small angle neutron scattering (SANS) measurements

(wavelength X = 4.789 A) have been carried out at the C5

spectrometer on titanium containing 0.01 wt.% (0.24 at.%)

deuterium and on a pure titanium sample. The pure titanium

sample showed no detectable small angle scattering, but the

defect sample exhibited scattering from momentum transfer

Q = 0.042 A"-*- to the smallest accessible momentum transfer

Q = 0.01 A"1. A Guinier analysis indicates that there is a

distribution of defects or precipitates in the specimen with

a significant proportion having a radius of gyration, R , of

73 ± 3 A. Deuteride precipitates with dimensions of ~10^ A,

are known to be present in the sample but, if homogeneous,

they cannot be the cause of this small angle scattering. If

the scattering were produced by line dislocations the

measured R would imply a dislocation length of ~250 A.
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If a spherical shape is assumed the radius would be ~95 A.

The nature of these defects will be further investigated

after heat treatment of the specimen.

Similar measurements in zirconium containing

0.1 wt.% (0.16 at.%) Fe showed no evidence of small angle

scattering. The normalized contrast, ~ (b,jefect ~
 bhost^bhost

for Fe in Zr is -10 times less than for D in Ti.

Consequently the failure to observe SANS may be the result

of this smaller contrast. However, it may also imply that

the concentration of defects with dimensions in the range

accessible to the present experiment is lower in Zr(Fe) than

in Ti(D).

3.7 Small Angle Neutron Scattering from Acholeplasma Bilayers

B.M. Powell and P. Martel with A. Joyce and I.e.P. Smith

(National Research Council)

A knowledge of the structure of hydrated membrane

lipids is important in understanding the osmotic processes

in cells. Because hydrogen and deuterium have very dif-

ferent scattering lengths, neutron scattering is a powerful

technique for studying this structure. Measurements have

been made of the small angle neutron scattering from two

samples of specifically deuterated Acholeplasma Laidlawii

bilayers. The experiments were carried out at the C5

spectrometer operated in a small angle configuration. The

incident neutron beam of wavelength 4.789 A was obtained with

a "6 in" Be filter and graphite monochrcmator. The reso-

lution width was 0.35° and scans were made over a momentum

transfer range 0.008 A < Q < 0.12 A"1. The two samples

of Acholeplasma were deuterated at different positions on

the lipid chain, the dg g and u-d3 positions, respectively,
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and were randomly dispersed and kept moist in a D20

atmosphere. They were contained in 1 mm ID quartz capil-

laries which were continuously rotated during the measure-

ments.

The scattered neutrcn distributions from each

sample showed a single intense low-angle peak corresponding

to diffraction spacings, d = 180 A and 112 A, in the d, 6

and.(o-d, specimens respectively. Measurements at momentum

transfers up to Q = 2.44 X" were then made on the C4

spectrometer with neutrons of wavelength, X = 1.55 A. An

additional weak peak was observed from each specimen

corresponding to diffraction spacings, d = 35 A and 36 A,

respectively. Correction of these results for finite

spectrometer resolution and their interpretation in terms

of the structure of the bilayers is in progress.

3.8 Structure of Plastic B-Nn at Various Pressures

6. Dolling, B.M. Powell and H.F. Nieman

Measurements have been made of the coherent

elastic and diffuse neutron scattering from polycrystalline

nitrogen in the plastic (3 phase. The specimen was produced

in the high pressure crystal growth cryostat (PR-P-122:3.6,

AECL-6582), mounted on the L3 triple-axis spectrometer, NRU.

Production of a "good" powder specimen was attempted by

repeatedly cooling through the a-B phase transition followed

by rapid re-heating. A beam of 1.305 A neutrons was obtained

from a Ge{113) monochromator, and the diffraction pattern

determined both with and without a pyrolytic graphite (002)

analyser set at the elastic scattering position. The

specimen was rotated continuously throughout the measurements

to aid in the powder averaging. A series of measurements
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were made at sample pressures between 0 to 3.5 kbar and

temperatures between 38.6 K and 78.0 K. The coherent

elastic scattering (Debye-Scherrer peaks) has been analysed

by expanding the cross section in a series of products of

Bessel functions and symmetry-adapted spherical harmonics

up to 6th order (see for example PR-P-119:4.4, AECL-6366).

The analysis shows (a) that the S-N, powder contained an

unacceptable number of large crystal grains which did not

yield a good powder average despite the continuous rotation

of the specimen, and (b) that the high-angle reflections

were not sufficiently well defined to permit determination

of significant harmonic coefficients beyond 2nd order.

Analysis of the diffuse scattering is in progress.

2+
3.9 Excitations of Isolated Clusters of Co Ions

W.J.L. Buyers, T.M. Holden and E.C. Svensson with

D.J. Lockwood (National Research Council)

A study of the excitations of isolated clusters
2+

of Co ions in KCort iOZnft OOF_ at 4.2 K was carried out
U.1Z U.0 9 J

using the N5 triple-axis spectrometer. The principal

feature in the magnetic scattering is a peak at 1.68 THz

which corresponds to the lowest frequency excitation of
2+Co pairs= With the exchange and spin-orbit coupling found

in KCoF3 (see Buyers et al., J. Phys. C £ (1971) 2139) the

144^144 pair Hamiltonian gives a frequency of 1.73 THz.
2+Thus in the zinc lattice the exchange between Co atoms,

J = 0.33 THz, is only 3% lower. A weaker peak at 2.47 THz

is attributed to the lowest frequency excitation of triplets.

(Theory predicts a frequency ratio of 3/2.) A very weak

peak at -1.1 THz is tentatively assigned to the quartet

excitation which is expected at 1.11 THz. The variation
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with wave vector of the intensity of the lowest pair exci-

tation agrees reasonably well with the predicted variation.

The agreement is not as good as was the case for isolated

Mn 2 + clusters studied earlier (PR-P-116:3.9, AECL-6083)

probably because the present crystal is more irregular in

shape. Scattering, usually exhibiting a two-peaked character

and probably of magnetic origin, was also observed in the
2+range 8 < v < 12 THz. This, we believe, arises from Co

spin-orbit exciton modes which, from our work on KCoF, ,

would be expected to be at ~9.5 THz, although we have not

yet been able to identify unambiguously the individual

transitions.

Selected measurements were also carried out at

77 K. The intensity of the pair peak decreased by ~50%,

but its frequency and width changed very little (<0.02 THz).

3.10 Spin Localization and Collective Excitations in UPd,

A.F. Murray and W.J.L. Buyers

Analysis of the neutron inelastic scattering

from UPd, has shown that the 5f actinide electrons are

localized, and give rise to well-defined peaks in the

neutron scattering cross section (PR-P-122:3.7, AECL-6582;

PR-P-120:3.7, AECL-6452; PR-P-121:3.10, AECL-6530). We

find, with the aid of our general crystalline electric

field (CEF) search program (PR-P-124:3.11, AECL-6788),

that the uranium ground state is H., with a nonmagnetic

singlet ground state at both the hexagonal and cubic sites.

The band of excitations extending from 3.35 THz to 4.4 THz

is associated with the hexagonal sites, and the mode at

~0.4 THz with the cubic sites. Both transitions are to

excited doublets and are of transverse symmetry. The
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model CEP scheme predicts a magnetic susceptibility which

is in reasonable agreement with experimental measurements.

Furthermore, it predicts that the electron distribution of

the uranium ion deforms to a prolate spheroid at low tem-

perature, in a manner consistent with the recently measured

anomaly in the thermal expansion. Using these single-ion

properties we have developed a model for the collective

excitations on the hexagonal sublattice by introducing

nearest and next-nearest neighbour isotropic coupling,

within and between layers. The splitting along (5 0 3)

arises naturally from the lack of a centre of inversion,

and a good description of the dispersion is obtained with

antiferromagnetic interlayer coupling. Uranium palladium

is the first actinide intermetallic for which sharp magnetic

excitations have been observed, implying that two 5f electrons

are localized and making it possible to deduce the valency
4+

state as U

3.11 Crystal Field Effects on Magnetic Ions

A.F. Murray and W.J.L. Buyers

We have developed a method for calculating the

energy levels of a magnetic ion, in its lowest energy con-

figuration, under the influence of the crystalline electric

field (CEF) of a general set of charged neighbours. A com-

puter program has been written which evaluates the matrix

elements of the CEF Hamiltonian, within the Hund's rule

ground state, as a sum of products of Clebsch-Gordan and

Wigner coefficients. The program searches for near-neighbour

charges Q n (for degree n in the Hamiltonian) that optimize

agreement between the CEF scheme and experimental data, which

may be in the form of frequencies, intensities and symmetries.
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The program can then be used to calculate additional

magnetic properties such as the susceptibility. In systems

of low symmetry, the program is particularly useful. With

its aid, the CEF scheme for UPd3 was elucidated. The pro-

gram is also invaluable for studies of magnon-phonon inter-

actions. Preliminary calculations on UN suggest that the

broadening effects of even the zero-point lattice vibrations

at absolute zero are large enough to account for the broad

spectrum of magnetic scattering observed in UN (PR-P-117J3.10,

AECL-6177).

3.12 Raman and Brillouin Scattering_from_BaMnF.

A.F. Murray with D.J. Lockwood (National Research Council)

Measurements of the Raman and Brillouin scattering

from BaMnF, in its low temperature structurally incommensurate

phase have been analysed. A least-squares fit to the data

suggests that there are three critically temperature-

dependent excitations present below the commensurate-

incommensurate transition which do not exist in the com-

mensurate phase. These are interpreted as the theoretically

predicted phase and amplitude excitations of the incom-

mensurate ground state. The phase excitation (phason) at

a frequency of «0.015 THz is heavily damped but not over-

damped, and rises slightly in frequency as temperature is

lowered. This mode is a Goldstone boson. An assignment of

the other two modes at frequencies of ~ 0.6 THz and «1.0 THz

must be deferred until the incommensurate structure is

properly determined. Their temperature dependence does not

correspond to the simple soft-mode behaviour predicted by

the phenomenological theory. Analysis of the acoustic mode

spectrum is continuing, with a view to determining the

elasto-optic coefficients.
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3.13 Positron Trapping at Vacancies in Type 446 Stainless Steel

S.M. Kim

As part of an ongoing program to study the

structure and composition dependence of the vacancy forma-

tion energies in stainless steels (s.s.), the positron

annihilation peak coincidence rate has been measured in

bcc 446 s.s. between 14°C and 1340°C. The chromium content

of (25±2) wt.% in 446 s.s. is considerably higher than that,

(16±2) wt.%, in the bcc 430 s.s. Preliminary measurements

show an S-shaped positron trapping between ~650°C and ~1340°C.

This result is very similar to that observed earlier in

430 s.s. (PR-P-120:3»llf AECL-6452), suggesting that the

vacancy formation energies in bcc stainless steels are not

strongly dependent on the chromium content.

A

3.14 Neutron Scattering in Liquid He
E.C. Svensson with V.F. Sears (Theoretical Physics Branch)

See PR-P-124:4.6, AECL-6788.

3.15 Single-Crystal Filters for Neutron Beam Experiments

H.F. Nieman, D.C. Tennant and G. Dolling

The use of large single crystals as filters to

allow transmission of thermal neutron beams while scattering

out unwanted epithermal and fast neutrons, is a well-

established technique (AECL-H83) and quartz, SiO2,

has been employed for this purpose at CRNL for about

20 years. Other materials, such as Si and M 2 ° 3 (sapphire)

have long been known as alternatives to quartz; we have

recently obtained specimens of both, and have measured

their effective absorption coefficients, y, at room
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temperature, for a range of thermal neutron energies from

0.025 to 0.17 eV and also for epithermal neutrons, with the

E13 crystal spectrometer at the NKX reactor. Some repre-

sentative results are shown in the table below. The

effectiveness of a filter is given by the ratio of

y (epithermal) to y (thermal). It is clear that sapphire

is significantly better than either Si or SiO,. One problem

with the present sapphire specimens is that the curve of

y vs. neutron energy is not smooth: peaks arising from

unwanted Bragg reflections appear at energies which vary

with crystal orientation. We hope to obtain higher quality

crystals to try to eliminate this problem.

Material y values (cm~^) at various energies E

E = 0.03 eV 0.10 eV epithermal

SiO2 0.06 0.13

Si 0.02 0.04

A12O3 0.04 0.10

0
0

0

.26

.10

.33

3.16 An Improved Design for the Compton Monochromator

J.W. Knowles, R.N. King and W.F. Mills

The Compton scattering facility at the Cl hole

of the NRU reactor provides us with a variable energy beam

of y-radiation, 175 keV wide between 3.5 and 8.6 MeV,

obtained by Compton scattering 9.0 MeV radiation of Ni

from a 6 m long, curved plate of aluminum (see PF-P-106:3.16,

AECL-5226) . Recent tests show that radiation scattered at a

given angle, from metre-long sections of the curved plate,

has an energy width of <60 keV. Thus a simple calculation
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shows that radiation scattered from the entire 6-m aluminum

plate can be reduced from its present width of 175 keV to

^60 keV by choosing the correct curvature. This can be done

by replacing the present scattering plate, which has a fixed

radius of curvature, by a more flexible plate for which the

curvature changes with change in target position. The

mechanical and electrical design for such a curved plate

system has been completed.

3.17 Parity Violation in the Photodisintegration of Deuterium

E.D. Earle et al.

See PR-P-124:2.2, AECL-6788.

3.18 Parity-Violating Alpha Width of the 3^56_MeV State of 6Li

E.D. Earle et al.

See PR-P-124:2.3, AECL-6788.

3.19 Parity Mixing in Ne

E.D. Earle et al.

See PR-P-124:2.4, AECL-6788.

3.20 Gamma-Ray Lifetime Measurements for Parity Doublets

in 4 1K, 41Ca

E.D. Earle et al.

See PR-P-124:2.5, AECL-6788.
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3.21 Photon Strength Functions from the_ Au_(p_,y) and Ag (p,y_)

Reactions

B.C. Robertson and M.A. Lone with S.K. Saha (Queen's

University)

The y-ray spectra from the Au(p,y) and Ag(p,y)

reactions (PR-P-123:3.21, AECL-6680) have been unfolded to

obtain the corresponding photon intensity distributions.

The forms of the Hg and Cd Y-ray strength functions necessary

to fit the photon intensity distributions have been deduced,

and the corresponding primary to secondary Y"*"ay ratios

fixed. The combined unfolding and fitting procedures give

values for the production cross sections for E i 3.5 MeV

of 1.17 ±0.21 yb*and 200 ± 29 yb for the Au(p,Y) and

Ag(p,Y) reactions respectively. These values are

comparable to what is expected from the compound nuclear

capture process.

The Hg strength function deduced from the Au(p,Y)

result is characterized by a broad peak at approximately

7.5 MeV and a dip below about 5.5 MeV superimposed on the

Lorentzian tail of the giant dipole resonance. The absolute

magnitude of the strength function was set by ensuring that

the total, calculated radiation width at a calculated excitation

energy corresponding to the neutron separation energy is

comparable to observed radiation widths in other Hg isotopes.

The magnitude is consistent with previously deduced Au and Hg

strength functions (Bartholomew et al., Adv. in Nucl. Phys.

2 (1973) 229) but the shape differs in detail.

The Cd strength function deduced from the Ag(p,Y)

result can be described as a small peak at approximately

6 MeV superimposed on a Lorentzian tail. The absolute

magnitude of the strength function was determined in an

analogous manner to that for Hg.

*1 barn,= 10~ 2 8 m 2
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13 ?8
3.22 Radiative Thermal Neutron Capture in C_and Si

M.A. Lone, B.C. Robertson and W.M. Inglis

In a continuing investigation of the transition

rates of various multipole transitions (E1/M1/E2) in lighter

nuclei (PR-P-123:3.20, AECL-6680) the reactions 13C(n,y)14C
28 29

and Si(n,v) Si were studied at the N4 external thermal

neutron facility at NRU.

In the Y-ray spectra from the C target, primary

Y-ray transitions were identified from the capturing state

at 8177 keV in 14C to the excited states at 6902 keV,

6590 keV, 6093 keV and to the ground state. Previous

studies of this reaction had identified only one primary

transition, from 8177 keV to the ground state (Thomas et al.,

Nucl. Inst. & Meth. 56 (1969) 325).
29

The Y-raY transitions in Si are useful forcalibration of the Ge(Li) detector efficiency. Preliminary

analysis of our data indicates a systematic, energy-

dependent error in the intensities of these Y~^ays

reported in the literature (IAEA-SM-170/23, page 431).

3.23 (n,a) Reaction Studies with Thermal Neutrons

M.A. Lone and W.M. Inglis with D.C. Santry and R.D. Werner

(Solid State Science Branch)

A search for helium production in reactor

materials due to thermal neutron capture has continued at

the NRU N4 external thermal neutron facility (PR-P-121:3.13,

AECL-6530 and PR-CMa-49:1.5.5, AECL-6589).

A surface barrier particle detector was used to

measure alphas which result from thermal neutron bombardment.

The detector system was calibrated using ion-implanted

samples of known atomic concentrations for reactions of
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3.24 Investigation of the Radiative Thermal Neutron Capture

in Zr Isotopes

M.A. Lone with S. Kerr, T.J. Kennett and V.W. Prestwich

(McMaster University)

A collaborative program has been initiated

with the McMaster University group for the purpose of

continuing the study (PR-P-122:3.11, AECL-6582) of the

Y-ray decay schemes in Zr isotopes.

Measurements of the singles and the y~Y
90 91

coincidence spectra from the Zr(n,Y) Zr and the
91 92

Zr(n,y) Zr reactions have been completed. More than
91

50 Y-rays have been assigned to Zr and about 140 to
92Zr residual nuclei. Detailed analysis of the data is

in progress.

3.25 N4 External Thermal Neutron Beam

M.A. Lone and W.M. Inglis

Commissioning of the Nal - GeLi pair spectrometer

and the total energy detector system is in progress. A

new target chamber required for the total energy detector

system for positioning of the samples in the neutron beam

has been constructed.

The shielding for the Nal - GeLi pair spectrometer

and the total energy detector system has been fabricated

and the electronics for the pair spectrometer is being

tested.

In preparation for the installation of the pair

spectrometer the fast neutron background due to reaction of

tritium with fluorine is being measured with a long counter

and foil activation. The tritium is produced by thermal

neutron capture in the Li beam dump.
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3.26 Status of Equipment Construction

G. Dolling

Modifications to two Cryogenics Associates

liquid helium cryostats have been completed by the manu-

facturer, and one of them is currently under test.

Commissioning of the new furnace/cryostat for positron

annihilation experiments is scheduled for January 1980.

Fabrication of two large goniometers has been completed

and they are now in use at NRU. Construction has been

started of a room, to house the new PDP 11/34 computer

control system for the C5 spectrometer, in the south-side

experimental bays in Bldg. 150, adjacent to the main

loading doors.

3.27 Reactor Beam-Hole Use

G. Dolling and H.F. Nieman

During this period the McMaster University

spectrometer E2 operated for one month and the Guelph

University facility was shut down. The C2 fast-neutron

chopper shutdown continued. The L3 spectrometer was shut

down for two weeks for modifications to the jack assemblies.

The N5 spectrometer was shut down from Nov. 14 to Dec. 7

for modifications to the jack assemblies and replacement

of the water-bag shielding.
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Beam Hole

Cl

C4

C5

L3

N4

N5

No. of
Experiments

2

1

5

2

4

3

No. of
Participating

CRNL
scientists

•-I

1

4

3

4

3

No. of
Participating
non-CENL
scientists

2

0

1

1

1

3

Efficiency
(% of available

reactor operating
time used for
experiments)

95

97

99

78

95

69

Total reactor operating time was 74 days.

3.28 Ge Detector Systems

R.J. Toone and W.F. Slater

The vertically mounted, backshielded detector

system was completed, tested and delivered to Reactor Control

Branch. Two cryostats were pumped out, one for Section II

and one for General Chemistry Branch. A problem with another

Ge spectrometer in General Chemistry Branch was traced to a

faulty preamplifier.

3.29 Gas Counters

M.A. Gulick, R.J. Toone and J.G.V. Taylor

A 3-wire, Ti-window BF^ counter for ultra-cold-

neutron detection was breaking down across the ceramic-metal

insulators. Cleaning the insulators did not cure the problem

so the counter has been completely rebuilt with glass-Kovar

insulators, new wire assemblies, and a new window.
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Two BP-24 counters sealed with copper pinch-offs

have been completed. Two windows for FP-2 counters were

supplied to WNRE.

3.30 Ion-Chamber Sample Changer

J.G.V. Taylor and W.F. Slater

Construction of the mechanical parts is pro-

ceeding on schedule. An electronic module to interface

the ion-chamber electronics to SUCCESS has been designed

and constructed and is ready for testing. Program modifi-

cations to control the ion-chamber system via this unit

are in progress.

3.31 Characterization of CdTe

H. Schmeing

Impurity concentrations in the best CdTe grown

to date are several orders of magnitude higher than in

the best Si and Ge. As a consequence, the most sensitive

methods of characterization, which require the material to

be made into high quality diodes, cannot be used yet.

We have reviewed analytical methods that could

extend the limit of sensitivity of chemical analysis

available to us. The most promising of these appears to

be Polarized Zeeman Effect Atomic Absorption Spectro-

photometry. This technique has been demonstrated to

achieve a sensitivity in the ppb range for several im-

purities in GaAs. The method does not require pre-

enrichment.

Two electronic techniques for the characterization

of semiconductors that have gained acceptance in recent years

are Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS) and Mobility
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Determination by Time of Flight (MDTF). We have investi-

gated in detail the feasibility of employing both methods

for CdTe, and the apparatus requirements have been

formulated.

3.32 Trace Impurities in CdTe

H. Schmeing, L. Milani, R.J. Toone and W.F. Slater with

C.J. Virtue (Queen's University)

The experiment to measure the rate of diffusion

of Cu through quartz at -1300 K (PR-P-123:3.28, AECL-6680)

is being continued. Instabilities in the vacuum electro-

balance have been greatly reduced by increasing the pumping

capacity.

3.33 Glassblowing Services

J.G. Wesanko and M.A. Gulick

Glass apparatus for stress corrosion cracking

tests was modified for System Materials Branch. Two glass

systems, one for handling irradiated gas samples and one

for mass spectrometry of hydrogen, were constructed for

Physical Chemistry Branch. In Chemical Engineering Branch,

modifications were made to the hydrogen-burning apparatus

used for tritium and deuterium analysis.

3.34 Miscellaneous Services

M.A. Gulick and L. Milani

Nine Si sputter-ion sources were made and 14

ion gauges were repaired for NRX Reactor Branch (Van de

Graaff Operations).
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3.35 Machine Shop Services

A.H. Hewitt, H.C. Spenceley and K.H. Whitlock

The Cryogenics Associates superconducting magnet

cryostat was modified to incorporate a mechanical system

for remote control of an internal goniometer. Rotation

through 90° at low temperatures and in a 4-tesla field

will be possible. Further work was done on the 'T' section

of the flight tube for N4 detector station. Small jobs

were undertaken for Maths, and Computation Branch, several

university users, for NRC, and for Control Data

Corporation.

Nuclear Physics jobs, principally the target

chamber for the Precision Q-Value Experiment, took 65% of

the Bldg. 116 shop time. Most of the remaining 35% was

devoted to the ion-chamber sample changer.

3.36 Isotope Separator Operation

H. Schmeing et al.

See PR-P-124:2.8, AECL-6788.

3.37 Precision Mass Measurements

H. Schmeing et al.

See PR-P-124:2.9, AECL-6788.

3.38 Manganese-49

H. Schmeing et al.

See PR-P-124:2.10, AECL-6788.
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3.39 Kinematic Shifts in B-Delayed Particle Decays

H. Schmeing et al.

See PR-P-124:2.11r AECL~6788.

3.40 Reports, Publications and Lectures

Reports

THE STATIC STRUCTURE FACTOR AND PAIR CORRELATION FUNCTION
FOR LIQUID 4He AT SATURATED VAPOUR PRESSURE
V.F. Sears, E.C. Svensson, A.D.B. Woods and P. Martel
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Report AECL-6779

Publications

INELASTIC NEUTRON SCATTERING IN TETRAGONAL KNbO3
M.D. Fontana, G. Dolling, G.E. Kugel and C. Carabatos
Phys. Rev. B 2£ (1979) 3850
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Publication AECL-6709

VACANCY FORMATION ENERGIES IN bcc AND fee STAINLESS
STEELS AND BRASSES: STRUCTURE AND ORDER DEPENDENCE
S.M. Kim and W.J.L. Buyers
Proceedings of the 5th International Conference on
Positron Annihilation, Lake Yamanaka, Japan
(April 8-11, 1979), edited by R.R. Hasiguti and K. Fujiwara,
p. 213
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited,Publication AECL-6708

LOW FREQUENCY INTERMOLECULAR MODES IN DEUTERATED a-GLYCINE
B.M. Powell and P. Martel
Chem. Phys. Lett. £7 (1979) 165
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Publication AECL-6632

LOW FREQUENCY VIBRATIONAL RAMAN AND INFRA-RED SPECTRA
OF CRYSTALLINE CYTOSINE MONOHYDRATE
G.E. Kugel, A. Gerbaux, C. Carabatos, P. Martel and
B.M. Powell
Spectrochimica ..eta 35A (1979) 1155
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Lectures

ENERGY AND NUCLEAR ENERGY FOR CANADA
G. Dolling
Board of Trade Meeting in Plattsville, Ontario, Oct. 2, 1979
and Public Meeting in Owen Sound, Ontario, Oct. 4, 1979

PHYSICS AND NUCLEAR ENERGY RESEARCH AT CHALK RIVER
G. Dolling
Owen Sound Collegiate Vocational Institute, Owen Sound, Ont.
Oct. 4, 1979

COLLECTIVE MAGNETIC EXCITATIONS IN ACTINIDES,
IN ONE-DIMENSIONAL CHAINS AND IN FINITE CLUSTERS
W.J.L. Buyers
University of Toronto, Toronto, Ont.
Oct. 29, 1979

DISPERSION OF COLLECTIVE MAGNETIC EXCITONS IN A SINGLE
CRYSTAL OF THE ACTINIDE INTERMETALLIC
A,F. Murray and W.J.L. Buyers
International Conference on Crystalline Electric Field
and Structural Effects in f-Electron Systems,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Nov. 12-15, 1979

A GENERAL METHOD FOR DETERMINING CRYSTAL FIELD EFFECTS
ON MAGNETIC IONS
A.F. Murray and VT.J.L. Buyers
International Conference on Crystalline Electric Field
and Structural Effects in f-Electron Systems,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Nov. 12-15, 1979
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THEORETICAL PHYSICS BRANCH

G.E. Lee-Whiting

4.1 Staff

4.2 Spatial Variations of Neutron Fluxes in an Irradiation
Facility in the NRU Reactor

239
4.3 Pu Breeding in Fusion Reactor Blankets
4.4 Analysis of Neutron Scattering Data

4.5 Momentum Distribution in Liquid Ne
4

4.6 Neutron Scattering in Liquid He

4.7 Penetration of Heavy Ions in Solids

4.8 The Nuclear Force in the Quark Model

4.9 The Magnetic Moment of the Nucleon in the Quark Model
4.10 Structure of the K=0 and K=2 Bands of 24Mg in the Tri-

axially Cranked, Shape-Consistent Oscillator Model

4.11 Triaxially Cranked, Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov Calculation
for Nuclei in the Pt-Os Shape-Transition Region

4.12 Contributions to the Deuteron Magnetic Moment

4.13 Meson-Exchanqe Currents in Thermal n- He Radiative Capture

4.14 Strancreness-Chanainq, Non-Leptonic Decays

4.15 The Decay of Charmed Particles

4.16 49Mn

4.17 Calculation of Nuclear Moments in 2 0 0" 2 0 6Pb

4.18 Reports, Publications, and Lectures
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Branch Head: G.E. Lee-Whiting

M.
F.C.
S.A.
H.C.
V.F.
I.S.

Harvey
Khanna
Kushneriuk
Lee
Sears
Towner

K.B. Winterbon

Visitors

M.G. Vassanji (1)

Secretarial Staff

M.E. Carey

(1) NRC Post-Doctoral Fellow; from the University of
Pennsylvania; arrived September 18, 1978
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4.2 Spatial Variations of Neutron Fluxes in an Irradiation Facility

in the NRU Reactor

S.A. Kushneriuk

W.J. Edwards, General Chemistry Branch, has

observed a variation amounting to approximately ±10% in the
31 29

ratio of Si and Al activities induced in silicon samples

irradiated in a facility located in the J-rod annulus of the

NRU reactor. The facility is a 121 mm I.D. A£ tube filled

with H-O. In the central region of the facility is a thin-

walled A& guide tube, 19 mm I.D.; the sample irradiations were

within the confines of this inner tube.

At W.J. Edwards' suggestion, an investigation

was made of possible spatial variations of the "thermal" and

very fast (̂ 6 MeV) neutron fluxes within the guide tube, to

see whether variations in the fluxes could account for the

observed variations in the ratio of the induced activities.

The Si activity is the result principally of "thermal" neu-

tron capture in the sample, in the reaction Si(n,y) Si,

while the Al activity results from the reaction Si(n,p) 9Al

which has a threshold at a neutron energy ^4.5 MeV. The samples

are up to 6 mm across so that the locations of the samples in

the guide tube could vary by about 13 mm.

The conclusion drawn in the investigation was

that the spatial variations of the neutron fluxes estimated for

the facility are of the right order of magnitude to account

for the observed effects.

2394.3 Pu Breeding in Fusion Reactor Blankets

S.A. Kushneriuk and P.Y. Wong (Math. & Computation Branch)

The study of fissile fuel breeding potential of

DT fusion reactor blankets (PR-P-121:4.2 (AECL-6530)) is being

extended to the consideration of blankets that contain depleted
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239or natural uranium for Pu breeding. A master case that is

representative of the blanket-material arrangements to be

investigated has now been neutronically evaluated using the

neutronic code ANISN with 100 energy groups. A 24-energy-

group materials cross-section data set has been obtained by

appropriately collapsing the 100 energy groups. This set will

be used in ?4-group ANISN calculations geared to study the
239

effects on Pu breeding of specific variations in the blanket

configurations, variations in fertile fuel compositions (e.g.

U-metal, UC, U0_), changes in fuel coolants, etc.

4.4 Analysis of Neutron Scattering Data

V.F. Sears

Additional program units have been written and

tested in connection with the program library ATMLIB (PR-P-120:

4.4 (AECL-6452)) for the analysis of neutron scattering data

in monatomic liquids. These are for use in the analysis of the

experimentally determined dynamic structure factor, S(Q,w),

to determine the momentum distribution and the effective pair

potential in the liquid. The application of these programs
4

in the analysis of data for liquid Ne and liquid He is described
elsewhere in the present report (see Sees. 4.5 and 4.6 below).

4.5 Momentum Distribution in Liquid Ne

V.F. Sears

The neutron scattering results obtained by

Buyers, Sears, Lonngi, and Lonngi (Phys. Rev. A 11(1975)697)

for liquid Ne at 26.9 K, which are tabulated in AECL-4910, have

been analysed using the method of Woods and Sears (Phys. Rev.

Lett. 3_9_(1977) 415) to determine the momentum distribution func-

tion, n(p), for the liquid. It is found that n(p) is Gaussian,

as would be the case for a classical liquid, but that the

effective temperature, which is determined from the average
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kinetic energy by means of the relation <KE> = (3/2)k T _,

has the value T f f = 32 + 2 K. This is higher than the actual

temperature as a result of quantum effects in the motion of

the atoms. The value of T f~ that we have calculated from an

expansion in powers of H* (using the conventional

Lennard-Jones potential) is 34 K, which agrees* well with the

experimentally determined value.

A

4.6 Neutron Scattering in Liquid He

V.F. Sears, with E*C. Svensson (NSSP Branch)

We have begun an analysis of recent neutron
inelastic scattering measurements (PR-P-122:3.3 (AECL-6582))

4
for liquid He at temperatures of 1.00, 2.12, 2.27, and 4.27 K.

At each temperature the scattering has been measured for wave

vector transfers Q = 4.0, 4.5, ••• 7.0 A~ . To determine the

dynamic structure factor, S(Q,to), the data have been corrected

for fast-neutron background, empty-cassette scattering, shield-

ing effects and for the distortion of the incident-beam-monitor

count rate due to order contamination in the beam. The multi-

ple scattering at these wave vectors is found to be negligibly

small, typically 0.2% of the peak height. Values of the static

structure factor, S(Q), have been determined with the help of

the f-sum rule and are found to agree (to within about 1%) with

values obtained directly from neutron diffraction measurements

(PR-P-122:4.3 (AECL-6582)). These results will be analysed,

as in Sec. 4.5 above, to obtain the momentum distribution func-

tion at each temperature as well as values for the condensate

fraction in the superfluid phase.

4.7 Penetration of Heavy Ions in Solids

K.B. Winterbon

The work on the net recoil density (NRD)

(PR-P-122:4.6 (AECL-6582)) has been written up and accepted
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for publication. The NRD has also been used (in collaboration

with R. Kelly, McMaster University) for estimating relative

sputtering yields in metal oxides and alloys. It seems to

predict correctly equilibrium surface concentations of the

constituents in those cases in which target vapour pressures

appear not to influence the sputtering.

As the first step in a study of correlations in

collision cascades, moments of the distribution of the number

of recoils produced in a collision cascade have been calculated.

These moments depend on u, the ratio of incident energy to

displacement energy, with the mean number becoming, as is well-

known, proportional to u as u increases, while the variance,

which would be equal to the mean if the distribution were

Poisson, becomes proportional to the mean with a proportionality

constant < 1.

On analyzing some recent Doppler-shift attenuation

(DSA) measurements (made by J.S. Porster, on leave at the University of
AarhuSj private communication) it became obvious that the

finite thickness of the target layer on top of the backing

material was seriously modifying the DSA. It was observed

that the existing exact DSA theory (K.B. Winterbon, Nucl.

Phys. A246(1975)293) could be modified through an approximation

to allow calculations in layered media. A description of this

modification has been written up for publication.

4.8 The Nuclear Force in the Quark Model

M. Harvey

In the continuation of this study (PR-P-123:4.7

(AECL-6680)) we have now shown (numerically) that the effec-

tive interaction between "nucleons, arising from the colored-

interaction between constituent quarks, is largely independent

of the quark mass, the form of the color-potential and the form of

the kinematic term (non-relativistic or minimal relativistic)
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so long as the observed masses of the N and A resonances up to

2 GeV are reproduced. This effective interaction however has

few of the characteristic of the phenomenological NN-interac-

tion extracted from scattering data. This is contrary to

earlier calculations on this subject (e.g. Liberman, Phys. Rev.

Dl£(1977)1542, DeTar, Phys. Rev. D17_ (1978)323), because we

consider channel coupling to AA and CC (hidden color) states

which have heretofore been ignored. Extensive checks have

been made as to the correctness of our own results. This work

is now being prepared for publication. We surmise that the

main features of the nuclear force (i.e. both the long-range

attraction and short-range repulsion) arise from the "sea"

quarks (mesonic cloud) treated relativistically (see accompany-

ing report PR-P-124:4.9 (AECL-6788). This conjecture, if

proved correct, would then be consistent with the calculations

of Gross (Phys. Rev. D1CU1974)223), who considered meson

exchange with elementary nucleons treated fully relativistically.

4.9 The Magnetic Moment of the Nucleon in the Quark Model

M. Harvey

The isoscalar anomalous magnetic moment (uQ)

of a nucleon #0.44 n.m.) has been attributed to the summed

Dirac moments of three constituent (u and d) quarks assuming
o

each quark has mass me = 355 MeV. Quarks confined to a
2 2

nucleon (Mean Square radius R %0.7 fm ) move relativistically,

however, and cannot be considered to have exact Dirac moments.

To investigate this relativistic effect we have solved the

Dirac equation for quarks with a world-scalar confining oscil-

lator potential having strength ct° The parameter a and quark

mass m are determined by fitting the nucleon mass and an assumed
2 2

radius R. We find that for R % 0.7(0.3) fm the quark mass is
5

me = 200 (0) MeV. The smaller value of the radius of the

constituent quarks is considered since the observed nucleon

radius might be due to the mesonic cloud ("sea" quarks).
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The calculated vifl - now determined from first principles -

is 0.34 (0.27) n.m.r a deviation of 23 (39)% from observation.

This discreDancv could laraelv be attributed to sea auarks

which, in one calculation (Donoahue at al., Phvs. Rev. D15

(1977)3421). were found to give AR2 =0.12 fm2 and

AMn = 0.11 n.m.

24
4.10 Structure of the K=0 and K=2 Bands of Mg in the Triaxially

Cranked,Shape-Consistent Oscillator Model

M.G. Vassanji and M. Harvey

24The collective rotational Hamiltonian for Mg,

derived from a triaxially cranked, shape-consistent oscillator

intrinsic Hamiltonian (described previously (PR-P-122:4.8 (AECL-6582)),
0 A

is approximately axially symmetric. The states of Mg are

therefore classified according to the band quantum number K,

K = 0, 2, 4 — , in addition to angular momentum I. Although

the collective Hamiltonian per se allows for an infinity of

states, only those states are allowed which correspond to actual

eigenstates of the intrinsic Hamiltonian; states of the two

Hamiltonians correspond to each other if they give the same

values for the three angular momentum components. The intrinsic

Hamiltonian therefore sets limits on the spectrum. Thus it has

been found that there are no bands beyond K = 4. Furthermore,

states of the K = 0 and 2 bands tend (progressively up the band)

towards axial symmetry about the direction of the angular

momentum vector; this indicates that both these bands have upper

limits (cut-offs) at some maximum angular momenta when the

states are (very nearly) axially symmetric. These band cut-

offs appear to be I = 8 for K = 0, and 1 = 10 for K = 2. Similar

conclusions cannot be tested for the K = 4 band which, being at

the boundary beyond which there are no solutions, is difficult

to reach by a computer search. This work is now being prepared

for publication.
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4.11 Triaxially Cranked, Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov Calculation for

Nuclei in the Pt-Os Shape-Transition Region

M.G. Vassanji and M. Harvey

Nuclei in the Pt-Os region have attracted con-

siderable attention in the past. Several different, and

sometimes conflicting, descriptions have been applied to these

nuclei, all giving reasonable fits to experimental data. The

question still not settled is whether these nuclei have asym-

metric stable shapes. Since the (phenomenological) rigid

asymmetric-rotor (F.T. Baker, Nucl. Phys. A331(1979)39) and

the triaxial variable-moment-of-inertia (M. Toki, K. Neergard,

P. Vogel and A. Faessler, Nucl. Phys. A299(1977)1) models both

give quite good fits to experiment, one might suppose that the

three moments of inertia can be microscopically derived from

a triaxially cranked, self-consistent calculation, a version of
24

which has been applied to ' Mg (see preceding item).

For these heavy nuclei we consider the shape-

consistent oscillator model to be untenable. We therefore

are returning to the self-consistency condition of the Hartree-

Fock model with pairing plus quadrupole-quadrupole interactions

but with cranking. The energy spectrum is to be found, however,

with a collective Hamiltonian technique similar to that used

;.n 24Mg.

4.12 Contributions to the Deuteron Magnetic Moment

M.G. Vassanji, I.S. Towner, and F.C. Khanna

A calculation of the deuteron magnetic moment

has been carried out with a one-boson-exchange potential.

The following corrections to the impulse approximation are

considered: i) from meson-exchange currents, ii) from the

(delta) isobar configurations in the deuteron wavefunction,

and iii) relativistic corrections. The deuteron wavefunction

was obtained by diagonalizing the OBEP in a harmonic-oscillator
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basis; the isobar configurations were generated in the 'impulse

approximation', which is known to be a good approximation to

the coupled-channel calculation for the deuteron. The whole

calculation (in principle) is governed by one phenomenological

quantity, the short-distance regularization (cut-off) parameter;

in practice there is also a dependence on the experimental

uncertainties in some of the coupling constants. The dependence

on these two effects is being investigated. The cut-off para-

meters can be chosen to give the experimental value of the

magnetic moment; this fixes the D-state probability of the

deuteron within the normally adcepted range, but the precise

value depends, of course, on the coupling constants chosen.

i 4.13 Meson-Exchange Currents in Thermal n- He Radiative Capture

I.S. Towner

Theoretically the radiative capture of thermal

neutrons by He has zero cross section when evaluated in

impulse approximation with the usual one-body Ml operator,
3 4

providing either the He or He ground state wavefunctions is

considered to have maximum spatial symmetry. No such selec-

tion rule inhibits the two-body, meson-exchange operators which,

therefore, make an important contribution to the cross section.

Previous progress reports (PR-P-120:4.6 (AECL-6452), PR-P-121:

4.9 (AECL-6530), PR-P-122:4.10 (AECL-6582)) describe meson-
3 4exchange calculations between S-state He and He wavefunctions

3 4
and between D-state He and S-state He. We are now evaluating

3 4

the contribution from S-state He and D-state He wavefunctions,

and the leading one-body contribution which connects the D-state
3He with D-state 4He.
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4.14 Strangeness-Changing,Non-Leptonic Decays

H.C. Lee and K.B. Winterbon

This study, last reported in PR-P-123:4.10

(AECL-6680), has been written up and is being submitted for

publication. The non-leptonic decays of the strange particles

K, A, Z, E and ft are analyzed in the context of the wea.<

interaction renormalized by the strong interaction as des-

cribed by quantum chromodynamics (QCD). Excluding the Q-

decays, the weak interaction needed to explain all other decays

is consistent with QCD except that the coefficient of an oper-

ator generated by the so-called penguin diagram has a sign

opposite to that obtained in first-order QCD calculations.

The effects of higher-order calculations on this coefficient

are not expected to be small, but the correct calculational

procedure is not known. The decay of the fi-particle is still

not completely understood.

4.15 The Decay of Charmed Particles

H.C. Lee

The decay of the charmed particles, discovered

only in the last few years, is now being studied experimentally

in several major laboratories around the world. These decays,

involving a change i.n the new quantum number called charm,

provide additional scope for testing our incomplete understand-

ing of the weak interaction and the interplay between it and

the strong interaction (quantum chromodynamics). We are in

the process of studying these decays.

4<9
4.16 3Mn

J.C. Hardy, H. Schmeing (NSSP Branch), E. Hagberg, H. Evans

(Queen's Univ.), E.F.H. Clifford, V. Koslowsky, w. Perry,

J. Wills (Nuclear Physics Branch) and I.S. Towner

See PR-P-124:2.10 (AECL-6788).
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4.17 Calculation of Nuclear Moments in 2 0 0" 2 0 6pb

0. Hausser, I.S. Towner, H.-E. Mahnke, T.K. Alexander,
H.R. Andrews and D. Ward (Nuclear Physics Branch)

See PR-P-124:2.14 (AECL-6788).

4.18 Reports, Publications, and Lectures

Publications

ELECTROEXCITATION AND THE DETERMINATION OF THE K-BAND STRUCTURE
IN 24Mg
H. Zarek, S. Yen, B.O. Pich, T.E. Drake, C.F. Williamson,
S. Kowalski, C.P. Sarqent, W. Chunq, B.H. Wildenthal, M. Harvey,
and H.C. Lee
P h y s . L e t t . 80B(1978)26

•Ypol +N-+TT± +N AND THE HADRON WEAK NEUTRAL CURRENT
H.C. Lee
Physics Letters 87B(1979)18

DISINTEGRATION OF THE DEUTERON BY REACTOR ANTINEUTRINOS
H.C. Lee
Physics Letters 87B(1979)18

Lectures

THE WEAK INTERACTION - OLD AND NEW
H.C. Lee
Seminar given at Laval University, Quebec, 1979 October 22

Lectures above may not be available in print.
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MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTATION BRANCH

D. McPherson

Staff

CDC 6600/CYBER 170 System

CDC 3300 and Communications System

PDP-10 System

Tandem - SCC Computer-aided Control System

Spectrometer Control System

Design of an Ultrasonic Lens Without
Spherical Aberration

Fast Algorithm Study

Simulation and Differential Equations

Stress Analysis Packages

One-component Plasma
239

Pu Breeding in Fusion Reactor Blankets
Data Processing System for Analysis of
Fuel Defects Experiments

Information Processing Programs

Data Reduction Programs

The Monte Carlo Code MORSE

Training Program for New Staff

Technical Consulting for AECL Engineering
Company

Operations

Publications, Reports and Lectures
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5.1 staff

Branch Head: D. McPherson

Section III: Mathematical
Services and Applications

Head:
J.M. Blair

Mathematical Analysts:
S.B. Baset
G.H. Keech
W.N. Selander

Section I: Systems

Head:
D. McPherson

Programmer/Analysts:
J.F. Steljes
C.J. Tanner

Programmers:
E.A. Okazaki
M.A. Peterson

Section II: Operations

Head:
B.B. Ostrom

Operations Supervisor:
P. McGandy

Operator Supervisor:
A.A. Laroche

Computer Operators:
H.D.J. Ball (1)
K.M. Bjarbo
K. Brown (2)
M.E. Edwards
S. Gardner
C M . Hepburn Programmer/Analysts:
M. MacDonald (3) J.A. Edgecombe
M.R. Park L.D. Hansen
M. Robinson (4)

Secretarial Staff

K.F. Barnard

(1) Transferred to Plant Design Division 1979 October 22.
(2) Joined branch 1979 December 17 from Plant Design

Division.
(3) Nee Sargent.
(4) Terminated 1979 November 7.
(5) Transferred 1979 December 31 to Special Projects

Division.
(6) Attached half time from Office of the Director of

Research.
(7) Waterloo student, terminated 1979 December 21.

Programmer/Analysts:
M.B.
L.E.
C.A.
P.Y.

Carver
Evans
Wills
Wong

Programmers:
C.F.
M.T.
K.D.
G.L.
E.G.
D.G.

Austin
Boulanger
Clark
Klawitter
Long
Stewart

Section IV: Special

Head:
G.N. Williams

(5)
(6)

(V)

Systems
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5.2 CDC 6600/CYBER 170 System

5.2.1 Operating System

D. McPherson

The three-month "Customer-Assisted Software

Test" period for NOS/BE 1.3 was completed on November 20.

During the test 43 errors were identified in the following

areas:

Installation Procedures 7

Permanent File System 11

Multi-mainframe Module 4

Compilers and Utilities 7

Others 14

None of these errors was considered critical;

the eight that have not yet been satisfactorily corrected

pose intermittent operational problems but do not directly

affect users of the Computing Centre. The collaborative

test with Control Data has been very successful and profit-

able to both CDC and CRNL.

5.2.2 Memory Management Routines

M.B. Carver, G. Klawitter, C.J. Tanner and
D.G. Stewart

FORTRAN-callable routines which communicate with

the CDC central memory manager (CMM) have been written to

permit the user to extend or raduce his working storage area

during execution. Working storage may be obtained in fixed-

length blocks, or a block may be obtained in expandable

status, and subsequently lengthened when further working

storage is required.

In order to avoid some of the trauma of changinrr

operating systems, the memory management routines have been

designed at a higher level than previous CRNL routines of
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similar intent. This will permit any modifications arising

from future system changes to be made internally in a manner

which is transparent to tne user, and will protect users

from the inconvenience of having to redesign their programs

after a system change.

A similar approach has been taken for management

of extended core storage (ECS). The new system permits

variations in the amount of ECS allocated during the execu-

tion of a job. A FORTRAN-callable routine has been written

to expand or contract allocated ECS storage from within an

executing program.

The high-level routines provided are all designed

to return the value TRUE if the requested operation is

complete, otherwise they return FALSE. They are

CHNGFX - obtain or release a fixed length CM working

storage block.

CHNGEX - obtain or release or expand a variable length CM

working storage block.

CHNGEC - obtain or release a block of EC working storage.

These, traether with a number of system interface routines

which they call, have been installed on a user library

MEMLIB, have been tested on standard programs, overlays, and

segments, and are available for general use.

As the philosophy of memory management under the

new system is quite complex, it is important that users

fully understand its operation. A report, AECL-6782,

"Dynamic Allocation of Core on the CRNL NOS/BE 1.3 System"

by M.B. Carver, C.J. Tanner, G.L. Klawitter, and D.G. Stewart

is being prepared.
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5.2.3 SPITBOL

G.H. Keech

SPITBOL, Version 3.5, complete with local modif-

ications to improve the handling of files, has been in-

stalled in the operating system.

A user's manual has been upgraded and made avail-

able on permanent file.

5.2.4 Subroutine Libraries

5.2.4.1 AELIB Update

L.E. Evans and M.A. Peterson

On 1979 November AELIB was recompiled and re-

installed in the system to consolidate all the changes

required as a result of the upgrading of the operating

system 1979 August 20. These changes include those reported

in PR-P-123; 5.2(vi)(b); (AECL-6680) and other changes

resolving problems detected during the quarter.

5.2.4.2 New Library Routines IGETCCL and SETCCL

E.A. Okazaki

The current level of the CDC operating system for

the CYBER 170/6600, which was installed in August, includes

a facility called CYBER Control Language for control state-

ment manipulation. One aspect of CCL is that four "user

registers" are provided which can be set and tested in the

control statements of a job. Two library routines have been

written to provide access to these four registers from

within a FORTRAN program.
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5.2.5 Graphics

5.2.5.1 Device-independent Graphics System

G.N. Williams

The program GRVIEW has been modified to support a

COPY option which allows a user to make a copy of any dis-

play he has created and viewed previously.

This new version of the program will be incor-

porated in the system in the near future when final testing

is complete.

Documentation on the use of the new version is

being prepared.

5.2.5.2 CALCOMP Plotting

D.G. Stewart

The CRNL plot to Calcomp plot conversion routines

(PR-P-119; 5.2(i)(c); AECL-6366) have been modified to

include metric calls, and extended to include PLOT mode 4,

10 and 11 calls. With small modifications to existing

programs using CRNL PLOT calls, a program will use CALCOMP

routines instead.

5.3 CDC 3300 and Communications System

5.3.1 An Interpreter for Terminal Control

J.F. Steljes

An interpreter has been written to assist in

file creation. The interpreter operates on a new class

of files, classified by a disposition code P2. A P2 file

is a specialized kind of program, with a set of flags used

in column 1 of a line to identify to the interpreter com-

mands which can send prompting messages to a terminal,

operate on a set of registers, and prepare lines of text
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to be added to the file being created. A P2 program-

file can lead a user through a series of more or less

complex steps in the preparation of an input job for the

6600/170, ensuring completeness, and to some degree, the

validity of input data.

5.3.2 Special Instructions for Punched Card Output

E.A. Okazaki and C.J. Tanner

A mechanism enabling a user to specify that

special cards are required for punched card output from 3300

utility jobs has always been available. This was extended

to CYBER 170/6600 punched card output files by enabling the

disposition code PV to be specified on the ROUTE control

card.

5.4 PDP-10 System

J.A. Edgecombe

5.4.1 System

Two upgrades of the monitor, local releases 3 and

4 of the 603A monitor, were installed. In addition to the

normal complement of Digital-supplied corrections, inter-

faces were added to DDDT and FREEZE/THAW (software products

received from Datability Software Systems), and changes made

so that both the Tektronix 4010 and the Computek 400-series

graphics terminals can be treated identically by the user

program.

5.4.2 Hardware

The quarter was plagued by hardware malfunctions,

including a two-day power outage.

Planning continued for the installation of the

second CPU and other hardware additions (memory and magnetic

tapes). Work has not yet begun on converting the basement

into a computer room.
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Planning continued towards obtaining a 16-bit

microprocessor (the Mikros MK16) for evaluation as a re-

placement for the PDP-1.

5.4.3 Data Acquisition

High throughput testing of the fast scanner data

acquisition system demonstrated some problems which are

being worked on.

5.4.4 MASTER Spectrum Manipulation Package

Work on updating the individual programs in the

MASTER system continued slowly. The interface to the data

base (RLPAIR) and the plotting program were upgraded.

5.5 Tandem - SCC Computer-aided Control System

L.D. Hansen

5.5.1 VICKSI Software Installation

The latest software that was imported from the

VICKSI project at the Hahn-Meitner-Institut has been fully

installed and appears to be working satisfactorily. It was

discovered during installation that many inconsistencies

existed amongst the various pieces of software because of

the software maintenance practices used by VICKSI. These

inconsistencies had to be rectified and other changes in-

corporated that reflect the absence of floating-point hard-

ware on our PDP11/34.

5.5.2 character Set Proms

The character set used by VICKSI software is not

compatible with "off the shelf" touch panel displays and

color displays. The proms that define these character sets

were, therefore, programmed for the required compatibility.
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5.5.3 MUMTI Changes

The MUMTI interpreter task has been modified to

support a new overlay structure and a larger internal set of

working buffers. This has resulted in being able to run

MUMTI programs that are more than 50% larger before the need

for overlays becomes apparent. In addition, the MUMTI task

has been made to report the utilization of its internal

working buffers so that one can better anticipate the need

to overlay or re-organize the use of variables, code and

data. Finally, the COMPIL feature of MUMTI has been exer-

cised with encouraging results with respect tc being able to

produce tasks that are written in the MUMTI language but

that could be down-line loaded to distributed intelligence

in the CAMAC system. Some "bugs" have, however, been found

and are being corrected.

5.5.4 Computer-aided Control System

for the Super Conducting Cyclotron

L.D. Hansen et al.

See PR-P-124; 2.24; AECL-6788.

5.6 Spectrometer Control System

G.H. Keech

Work is progressing on the modifications needed

for the L3MODES-type main program (PR-P-122; 5.5; AECL-

6582).

A program LIMITS has been written to generate one

of the data base files for the main program.
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5.7 Design of an Ultrasonic Lens Without Spherical Aberration

W.N. Selander

A formula has been obtained for the curved surface

of an ultrasonic lens which focuses a parallel beam to a

single point on the axis. The formula is

r(9) = F(6-cos9)/(3-l)

where r is the distance from the focal point to the lens

along a ray at an angle S measured from the axis, F=r(0) is

the focal distance, and 3 is the ratio of the speed of sound

in the lens to the speed of sound in the surrounding medium.

This work was done for S. Vasic cf Quality Control Branch.

5.8 Fast Algorithm Study

W.N. Selander

A family of recursive algorithms for algebraic and

numerical computations are termed "fast", because they
2

reduce the polynomial time (e.g. N ) required by classical

methods to logarithmic time (e.g. N log N) for the evalua-

tion of certain expressions. A well-known example is the

Fast Fourier Transform, but recent research has led to

others. However, many of the examples are of limited

practical interest, and the study concludes that the prob-

able applicability of these algorithms to our present

operations is minimal.

5.9 simulation and Differential Equations

5.9.1 Chemical Reaction Kinetics

M.B. Carver, A.W. Boyd and J.W. Fletcher
(Physical Chemistry Branch)

Work continues on the simulation of radiolysis of

water. An additional option has been made available in

MAKSIM. This computes the total integrated flux emanating
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from each reaction. When invoked, this option increases the

number of differential equations from NS to NS+NR where

NS,NR are the number of species and the number of reactions,

respectively. The additional information resulting, how-

ever, is useful in assessing the relative importance of-

individual reactions in the chemical model.

5.9.2 Parameter Optimization in MAKSIM

M.B. Carver, C.F. Austin, A.W. Boyd and
J.W. Fletcher (Physical Chemistry Branch)

The optimization mode of MAKSIM,described in PR-P-

123; 5.7(i)(c); AECL-6680, is now complete. In a system of

NR reactions involving NS chemical species, the new option

permits that initial estimates of nr(<NR) reaction rates

and/or ng(<NS) radiolytic generation yields be dynamically

adjusted by the package to obtain a best fit to experimental

data on concentrations or functions of concentrations of

ns(<NS) species at nt selected times during the evolution of

the integration.

In practice this has been done by making the

entire MAKSIM package act as an auxiliary subroutine to the

optimizer by returning estimates of the deviations between

experimental and computed values. As optimizing routines

normally obtain this information from simple algebraic

expressions, not large integration packages, the interface

must be designed with extreme care, particularly with regard

to efficient scaling and the establishment of physically

realistic constraints. Constraints, such as the positive

nature of concentrations and reaction rates, and the alge-

braic relationships which must exist between radiolytic

yields, must be simulated in a mathematically smooth manner,

or the integration is prone to becoming unstable.
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The MAKSIM optimization option has been used

successfully to improve knowledge of the values of rate

constants and yields for three sets of experimental measure-

ments. Two of these involve measurements of experimental

concentrations. The third and most complex example used

measurements of pressure change as a function of time. The

pressure at any time can be computed from MAKSIM as the sum

of the partial pressures of the gaseous elements. This

example involved 47 reactions, and the optimizer produced a

reasonably good fit to a pressure curve which appeared to

exhibit behaviour algebraically analogous to a cubic poly-

nomial in time.

The program is currently documented by memorandum

and a user's manual, "Parameter Identification Using Optimi-

zation Techniques in the MAKSIM and FORSIM Simulation Pro-

grams" by M.B. Carver, C.F. Austin and N.E. Ross (AECL-6842),

is in draft stage.

5.9.3 Parameter Optimization in FORSIM

M.B. Carver, C.F. Austin and J.R. Johnson
(Biomedical Research Branch)

The optimizing techniques developed for the

radionuclide ingestion parameter identification problem (PR-

P-123, 5.7(ii); AECL-6680), and subsequently for MAKSIM,

have now been incorporated in an optimizing version of

FORSIM. In contrast to the predetermined structure of the

MAKSIM differential equations, the equations to be solved by

FORSIM may be in any number of forms. However, a system has

been designed to allow for this, and has been installed and

tested in FORSIM. FORSIM was originally set up to do jobs

consisting of a number of cases with specified parameter

changes before each case. The choice of parameter change is

now determined by the optimizer.
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The general nature of FORSIM makes the optimizing

mode an extremely powerful tool. The .new program has been

tested on the radionuclide ingestion problem discussed in

PR-P-123, 5.7(ii); AECL-6680. Documentation exists in

memorandum form. The AECL report mentioned above (AECL-

6842) will be the optimizing manual for FORSIM.

5.9.4 Bias Effects in the Micro-structure
of Radiation^Induced Creep

M.B. Carver and S.R. MacEwen (Materials Science
Branch)

The study continues of the coupled two-dimensional

differential equations describing the migration of vacancies

and interstitials in a biased irradiated medium. A proto-

type model has been solved successfully on a 10 x 10 grid

structure resulting in 200 equations. A finer grid size and

unequal spacing is required to accurately compute the steep

spacial gradients in the neighbourhood of sinks. A 600-

equation model has been solved with various unequal spacial

grids. The solution has been shown to be intuitively cor-

rect, and also has been verified in a much simplified case

for which an analytical solution is available. The solution

of such a large set of coupled two-dimensional equations was

made possible only by the use of sparse matrix partitioning,

as discussed below.

5.9.5 Pseudo-sparse Partitioning of
Ordinary Differential Equations

M.B. Carver and S.R. MacEwen (Materials Science
Branch)

The stiff ordinary differential equations arising

from partial differential equations or from chemical kinetics

may be solved efficiently only by implicit integration

techniques. These require a solution of matrix equations

involving the system Jacobian. For large systems, this
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consumes considerable storage. Required storage and execu-

tion time can be reduced by the use of sparse matrix tech-

niques, but for the very large systems, typical of PDE's,

even this reduction is not sufficient.

The principle of automatic sparse partitioning of

the Jacobian has been developed for such cases. Basically,

the calculation depends heavily on Jacobian elements of

large magnitudes, relatively small elements resulting from

weakly coupled variables being less important. Omitting the

smaller elements from the matrix renders the integration of

some of the equations explicit while the strongly coupled

equations are still integrated in implicit form. The

accuracy of the results remains unaffected. The only

detrimental effect of the approximation is a reduction of

the permissible time step, and frequently this reduction is

minor, whereas the improvements in matrix manipulation space

and time is marked. In the irradiation creep example dis-

cussed above, the computing times have decreased by a factor

of three for the prototype test, and the larger test is not

solvable without the new technique. In this case the matrix

problem may be reduced by half, as the method effectively

partitions the partial differential equations into one stiff

equation, and one flexible equation. However, as no fixed

relationship is universally apparent, the partitioning

scheme has been written as an option which the user may

control by selecting a relative accuracy parameter e. In

the automatic sparsity structure of the Jacobian matrix,

elements J.. are now included only if

lJijl = Isy?! >e*(!f±(Yj)I+If±(yj+^yj)f)

If e=0, all non-zero elements are included in the sparse

matrix structure.
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The method is described in the first draft of a

report "On the Use of Sparse Partitioning of the Jacobian in

Integrating Large Sets of Ordinary Differential Equations",

and was also discussed in a seminar at the Computer Science

Department, University of Toronto.

5.9.6 Steam Generator Simulation

M.B. Carver, D.G. Stewart and W.R. Inch
(Engineering Research Branch)

The Boss thermal hydraulic code for steam gen-

erator simulation is nearing the final programming stage, in

readiness for the issue of the user's manual. A user-

oriented restart package has been.addad to permit a com-

putation to continue from a previous computed state.

Any job nearing completion of allocated CP time

writes a restart tape. A subsequent job may then use this

tape to restart. Restarts of three classes have been

established for cases in which no data changes, minor data

changes, and major data changes are made at the beginning of

the restart run. In the latter case, the restart data is

merely used as a reasonable initial value in the iteration

sequence.

A number of improvements have also been made in

the code logic structure, and the computation of thermal

hydr.aulic fluid properties.

5.9.7 Simulation of Two-phase Flow in an Elbow

M.B. Carver and D.A. Scott (Engineering Research
Branch) •*•"•

Solving the six coupled partial differential

equations concerned by a pseudo^transient method appears

straight forward but is excessively time-consuming.

Attempts to simplify the problem by assuming negligible

pressure variation have generated numerical instability.
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Currently an alternative way of formulating the equations to

avoid these problems is being sought.

5.10 stress Analysis Packages

5.10.1 MARC - General

S.B. Baset and J.M. Blair

The new revision, H.4, has not been released for

general testing due to several programming errors. Correc-

tions to a number of routines have been suggested by MARC

and have been successfully implemented. Two other errors

encountered in users1 problems were reported to MARC Analysis

Research Corporation, but subsequently were identified as

operating system errors and have been corrected by CDC.

The cost of executing the running version, H.3,

has been reduced (by a factor of 35% in some jobs) because

of the successful implementation of the Past Overlay Loader.

A CCL procedure called MARCRUN has also been released for

testing. The effect of MARCRUN is to reduce substantially

the control statements required by the user.

5.10.2 TPIPE - General

S.B. Baset and T.M. Blair

The new version, 4.3, was released for testing on

October 1979. There have been no problems reported so far

and the new version is to bacome the running version in

early 1980.

5.11 One-component Plasma

G.H. Keech with H.R. Glyde, University of Ottawa

This work is now complete (PR-P-114; 5.8; AECL-

5845). A report "Dynamics of the Crystallized One-component

Plasma" has been submitted to Annals of Physics.
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5.12 Pu Breeding in Fusion Reactor Blankets

S.A. Kushneriuk (Theoretical Physics Branch) and P.Y. Wong

See PR-P-124; 4.3; AECL-6788.
5.13 Data Processing System for

Analysis of Fuel Defects Experiments

C.A. Wills

5.13.1 GRAAS

GRAAS has been extended to process and store

calibration spectra for both the large and small detectors.

The calibration for the appropriate detector is used to

calculate the energy of other spectra when in the automatic

calibration mode. Previous X-2 loop tests had all been done

with only the large detector; future tests will use both.

E.C. Cooper (Environmental Research Branch)

encountered problems using JAGSPOT to process some of his

data. The data have been converted to a form that GRAAS can

process (by replacement of two preprocessing sub-routines),

and preliminary tests show that GRAAS is processing the data

without trouble. This indicates that GRAAS may have a wide

application to users with gamma-ray spectra data in various

forms.

5.13.2 SUMRT

The new version of SUMRT (PR-P-123; 5.9; ASCL-

6680) has been tested and appears to perform well and faster

than the old version. The model of the X-2 loop being used

in the program is under review. SUMRT will not be used

extensively until this model is satisfactory.

The power boost tests of J.J. Lipsett (Reactor

Control Branch) have been analyzed by a program similar to

SUMRT. These tests are done over a short period of time in
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fixed conditions so the loop model to be used is simple.

The algorithm in the smoothing routines used here and in

SUMRT has been changed to be better able to recognize

spurious datei points and discontinuities. However, they

produce a less smooth curve away from the discontinuities as

they are sometimes overly sensitive to small fluctuations in

the data. The release rates being calculated appear to be

satisfactory. Calculations and plots of the escape rate

coefficient the ratio of the quantity of an isotope in the

fuel to the quantity of that isotope actually released have

been added. The program uses the power history of the

reactor during the test in order to calculate the quantity

of isotopes in the fuel. Precursors with short half lives

are ignored and a decay scheme of up to 4 isotopes has been

implemented. This portion of the program has still to be

tested.

5.14 Information Processing Programs

5.. 14 .1 Leave Recording System - Vacation Calculations

C.J. Tanner

A subroutine has been written to calculate the

vacation leave granted to an employee at the start of each

fiscal year. This subroutine obtains the vacation from a

table stored on the Code Expansion file and takes into

account the following items:

(a) Extra service granted senior employees (does not

apply to Research Company).

(b) The different vacation schedule that applies to

management staff (Branch Heads and above)(does not

apply to Research Company).

(c) Effect of furlough leave on vacation leave.
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Calls to this subroutine are being introduced into

the leave system in the following places:

(a) Main Updating Program: Vacation leave is in-

creased when an employee is promoted.

(b) Main Leave Program: Carry over of vacation leave

to sick leave is recalculated when a leave form

for the last fiscal year is processed.

(c) Monthly Leave Program: Calculate annual vacation

leave advance at end of fiscal year.

(d) Leave Audit Program: Producing year-end leave

status report.

Checking is almost complete for leave status for

Engineering Company employees as of 1979 April 1.

5.14.2 Personnel Radiation Recording System

E.G. Long

The new version of the PRRS system has been run-

ning in parallel with the old version (see PR-P-121; 5.11(i);

AECL-6530) for two periods and will shortly replace the old

version. The documentation, including a user's manual,

has yet to be written.

5.14.3 Modifications to SALTAB Program

J.M. Blair

The SALTAB program (PR-P-108; 5.7(iv); AECL-

5315) was modified by replacing the call to the obsolete

AELIB subroutine SPLINE by a call to SMOOTH, giving improved

plots of smoothed salary data.
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5.14.4 Modification to NRU/NRX
Inventory Management System

D. Clark

This system of programs is used in the inventory

control of the reactor fuel and rod assemblies in the NRU

and NRX reactors and in the management of the NRU reactor

core. They were programmed originally using the SCOPE

Indexed Sequential (SIS) method to process the main and

secondary inventory data files. These files must now be

processed by CYBER Record Manager (CRM) Indexed Sequential

(IS) methods. The system of programs has been modified to

convert the old SIS methods to the current CRM IS methods.

5.14.5 AESFILE

M.T. Boulanger

A COBOL program AESFILE was written for Design and

Technical Service Branch to maintain a data file of docu-

ments associated with the AES Text Processing System. Each

document is represented by a record in the data file which

was prepared on the AES system and subsequently transferred

to a floppy disk. AESFILE generates sorted listings of AES

files information records facilitating the retrieval of

files from floppy disk storage. File information records

may be sorted and listed by document name, author, date of

document, floppy disk number, organization and document

code.

5.14.6 Program RJE-TERMINAL-INFORMATION

M.T. Boulanger

A COBOL program was written to maintain a listing

of all RJE (Remote Job Entry) terminals. Each record con-

tains the company's name and location, terminal identifier,

hardware, line speed, account codes, terminal supervisor and

telephone number. File information records are listed by

company name.
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5.15 Data Reduction Programs

5.15.1 Modifications to Programs for
Analyzing DNA Molecular Data

G.L. Klawitter

FORTRAN programs SCIN and ALKALINE SUCROSE (used

to size the population of DNA molecules extracted from y~

irradiated human cells) have been jointly modified to

clarify the output presentation by permitting the printing

of five-digit keys to identify experiments. To add to the

ability of the SCIN program to handle data from the Nuclear

Chicago liquid scintillation counters as programmed pre-

viously (PR-P-118; 5.16(ii)j AECL-6216), a subroutine was

written for the SCIN program to allow the input of data from

paper tapes as generated by the BECKMAN scintillation

counter. Code in the ALKALINE SUCROSE program has also been

modified to improve readability and to more accurately

determine the molecular weights of DNA molecules. Finally,

the first draft of an introduction describing the computa-

tional processes of the SCIN and ALKALINE SUCROSE programs

has been written.

These modifications and code improvements were

requested by M.C. Patterson, Radiation Biology Branch.

Further modifications to both programs are required to

improve readability in both program code and output.

5.15.2 ND6660 Input Routine

E.G. Long

A program has been written for M.A. Lone, Neutron

and Solid State Physics Branch, to read data from magnetic

tapes produced by the ND6660 System.

5.15.3 DEFUEL

D.G. Stewart

A program, DEFUEL, to plot data accumulated in a

large number of defective fuel elements was written for

D.R.M. Thomas of the Fuel Engineering Branch. The
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data file, containing eight major parameters, can be sorted

and information plotted in a variety of ways, resulting in a

series of graphs of several data ranges useful in either

finely defining the threshold line for UO, losses or in

assigning probability curves to define behaviour.

5.15.4 Stack Effluent Analysis

C.A. Wills

D.P. Dixon (Chalk River Environmental Authority)

has daily readings for 14 months of tritium released through

four roof vents on Building 150. Work is in progress to

find distributions to characterize this data by fitting

appropriate functions. This is a continuation of the study

reported in PR-P-120; 5.5; AECL-6452.

5.16 The Monte Carlo Code MORSE

P.Y. Wong

The Monte Carlo code MORSE has been used to

evaluate fusion reactor blankets and target assemblies used

in experiments (PR-P-123; 4.2 and 4.3; AECL-6680). The code

contains problem-dependent routines, and consequently

changes must be made if a problem is to be treated cor-

rectly. To minimize these changes, modifications to the

code have been made so that changes are now limited to five

subroutines, and user actions are not required if a problem

is sufficiently general. A report describing the use of the

CRNL version of MORSE is being written.

5.17 Training Program for New Staff

J.M. Blair

A training program for new programmers has been

established, by identifying a number of core topics and

arranging for instruction in these topics by branch members.

So far the following topics have been covered: Computing

Centre Hardware and Progression of Jobs Through the System
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(W.J. Irving, Control Data Canada, Ltd.), FTN and COMPASS

(D.G. Stewart), UPDATE (G.H. Keech), Permanent Piles and

Magnetic Tapes (B.B. Ostrom), Use of Keyboard Terminals

(E.G. Long), Utility Software and Consulting (L.E. Evans).

5.18 Technical Consulting for AECL Engineering Company

5.18.1 General

J.M. Blair

As a result of staff changes at the Engineering

Company and the 1979 August 20 operating system change (PR-

P-123; 5.2; AECL-6680) there has been a marked increase in

the amount of consulting support for the Engineering Company.

During the period the number of questions and problem reports

has averaged 1-2 per day. Several members of the branch

have been involved in responding to these enquiries, in

particular D.G. Stewart and E.G. Long.

5.18.2 Functions for the Fuel Channel Code HOTSPOT

P.Y. Wong

D. Kupke of AECL-EC requested that four functions

be provided to use in the fuel channel code HOTSPOT. One is

a search function and the other three are functions to

perform one-dimensional, two-dimensional and three-dimensional

Lagrangian interpolations. These routines have been written,

coded, and are now being tested.

5.13.3 Specialist Lectures at AECL-EC Meadowvale

M.B. Carver, D. McPherson, C.J. Tanner and L.E. Evans

During the quarter, CRNL staff visited Meadowvale

to present seminars and/or consult with Engineering Company

users. The major topics covered were Memory Management and

CYBER Control Language.
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5.19 Operations

5.19.1 Computer Room Expansion

B.B. Ostrom

The first phase of construction of an addition to

the computer room and new magnetic tape storage space has

begun. Some 5,000 reels of tape have been moved from the

library to alternate storage areas to accommodate the re-

modelling work.
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5.19.2 Computer Use by Division

The following table is an analysis of the jobs

processed during the quarter:

Radiochemical Company

Chemical Company

Engineering Company

WNRE

CRNL:

Computing Centre

Contracts

Number

19

2

35

1

Technical Information
& University Relations 3

Health Sciences

Chemistry & Materials

Physics

Electronics, Instrument
& Control

Advanced Projects &
Reactor Physics

Fuels & Materials

Administration

Financial

Operations

Maintenance &
Construction

General Services

Plant Design

Special Projects

Others

3

2

8

9

12

2

2

2

108

35

786

,243

,745

,151

,916

,137

,484

,424

,091

549

,406

,496

903

,765

,349

0

59

857

,146

41

,583

of Jobs

(0.03%)

(0.72%)

(17.72%)

(2.53%)

(32.37%)

(1.77%)

(2.89%)

(3.21%)

(2.23%)

(7.45%)

(0.51%)

(8.66%)

(11.51%)

(0.83%)

(2.55%)

(2.16%)

(0.00%)

(0.05%)

(0.79%)

(1.98%)

(0.04%)

3

Utilization
System Seconds

172

16,730

799,976

147,677

373,250

77,427

38,756

121,299

321,699

379,995

20,374

266,182

226,538

4,733

108,275

72,713

46

9,005

15,976

106,499

649

,107,978

.24

.24

.96

.08

.57

.25

.68

.16

.95

.07

.25

.13

.11

.66

.41

.14

.00

.21

.53

.61

.30

.58

(0

(0

(25

(4

(12

(2

(1

(3

(10

(12

(0

(8

(7

(0

(3

(2

(0

(0

(0

(3

(0

.01%)

.54%)

.74%)

.75%)

.01%)

.49%)

.25%)

.90%)

.35%)

.23%)

.66%)

.57%)

.29%)

.15%)

.48%)

.34%)

.01%)

.29%)

.51%)

.43%)

.02%)
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5.20 Publications, Reports and Lectures

A PROGRAM PACKAGE USING STIFF SPARSE INTEGRATION METHODS FOR
THE AUTOMATIC SOLUTION OF MASS ACTION KINETICS EQUATIONS
M.B. Carver and A.W. Boyd (Physical Chemistry Branch)
International Journal of Chemical Kinetics, XVI, 1097-1108,
October 1979.

THE FORSIM VI DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM SIMULATION PACKAGE
M.B. Carver
Methodology in Systems Modelling and Simulation, B.P. Zeigler,
Editor, North-Holland, September 1979,,

Reports

ASSESSMENT OF AVAILABLE INTEGRATION ALGORITHMS FOR INITIAL
VALUE ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS: SELECTION FOR THE
CRNL SUBROUTINE LIBRARY AND SIMULATION PACKAGES
M.B. Carver
AECL-6220, November 1979.

COMMITTED EFFECTIVE DOSE EQUIVALENT CONVERSION FACTORS FOR
SELECTED RADIOISOTOPES FOR INFANTS AND ADULTS
J.R. Johnson (Biomedical Research Branch), D.G. Stewart and
M.B. Carver
AECL-6540, December 1979.

COMPUTING CENTRE NEWSLETTER, Vol. 6, Nos. 10, 11 and 12
L.E. Evans, Editor.

Lectures

ON THE USE OF SPARSE APPROXIMATIONS TO THE JACOBIAN IN
INTEGRATING LARGE SETS OF ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
M.B. Carver
Invited seminar at University of Toronto, Computer Science
Department, 1979 December 4.
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ACCELERATOR PHYSICS BRANCH

J.S. Fraser

6.1 Staff

6.2 Nuclear Power Applications

6.2.1 High Current Proton Accelerator
6.2.2 Electron Test Accelerator
6.2.3 Fertile-to-Fissile Conversion Experiments

at TRIUMF

6.3 Research Applications

6.3.1 Fast Intense Neutron Source
6.3.2 Heavy-Ion Superconducting Cyclotron

6.4 Mechanical Laboratory

6.4.1 High Current Proton Accelerator
6.4.2 Electron Test Accelerator
6.4.3 Heavy-Ion Superconducting Cyclotron
6.4.4 Reactor Physics

6.5 Publications, Reports, Papers, Lectures and Patents
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6.1 Staff

BRANCH HEAD:

Professional Staff

C.B.
J.C.
B.G.
L.W.
E.A.
J.-M
J.D.
S.B.
C.R.
J.A.
R.M.
J.

G.E.
J.H.
H.R.
S.O.
M.R.
J.

Bigham
Brown
Chidley (1)
Funk
Heighway
. Helleboid (2)
Hepburn
Hodge

J. Hoffmann
Hulbert
Hutcheon
McKeown
McMichael
Ormrod
Schneider
Schriber (3)
Shubaly
Ungrin

Mechanical Laboratory

J.E.
R.J.
R.J.
N.I.i
D.W.
J.F.

Anderchek
Bakewell
Kelly
G. Labrie
Warren
Weaver

J.S. Fraser

Technical Staff

R.T.
L.F.
R.J.
H.F.
D.W.
K.A.
L.E.
B.A.
K.J.
A.B.
J.C.
S.H.
J.E.
P.J.
W.L.
K.A.
R.A.
A.E.

F. Bird
Birney
Burton
Campbell
Clements
Dobbs
Geoffrey
Gillies
Hohban
Hood
Jones
Kidner
McGregor (4)
Metivier
Michel
Nickerson (5)
Vokes
Weeden

Laboratory Services

K.T.
J.J.

McKee
Murphy

Secretarial Staff

Mrs. M.A. Trecartin

(1) Posted to Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory effective
1979 August 13.

(2) Attached staff, returned to Centre de Recherches Nucléaires,
67037 Strasbourg, France, 1979 December 13.

(3) Returned from Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
1979 October 29.

(4) Joined Branch 1979 October 15.
(5) Waterloo student, resigned 1979 December 21.
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6.2 Nuclear Power Applications

6.2.1 High Current Proton Accelerator

S.O. Schriber

Design and development continues of components for

a high current, 100% duty factor proton linac which will be

used to study problems associated with the low energy portion

of an accelerator breeder. Commissioning of the 3 MeV

Alvarez tank is underway.

6.2.1.1 Injector Test Experiment

M.R. Shubaly

Phase I of the Injector Test Experiment covers the

design, construction and commissioning of a pre-accelerator

to give a high-quality, 50 keV, 0.5 A dc proton beam.

Installation of services is almost complete - duct work for

the air-conditioning and final connection of water lines to

the beam dumps remains to be done. The high voltage fence

is in place and final assembly of the vacuum system has begun.

6.2.1.2 Ion Source Test Stand

M.R. Shubaly

Operation during the past quarter has been generally

reliable with little damage from spark-induced transients.

A reduced operating voltage permitted by extraction column

changes, and an improved sparkdown rate contributed to this.

A fault in the high-voltage power supply (most likely in the

interlock circuit) frequently causes shutdowns for no apparent

reason. Low line voltage, combined with a droop in the

isolation transformer, has led to some operation difficulties

in this quarter.

6.2.1.3 High Current Ion Source

M.R. Shubaly

Early in the quarter, source operation was quite

unstable, beam current was low, and starting was difficult.
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The problem was traced to an incorrect intermediate-electrode

nose piece. The aperture diameter (see Fig. 6.2.1) was

6 mm instead of 6.5 mm, and the chamfer on the back of the

nose piece had been omitted. With a nose piece as shown in

the figure, operation was much improved. Various nose piece

designs were tried in a series of tests using argon. These

included a standard nose piece without the molybdenum button,

an all-copper nose piece of similar shape, and a concave iron

nose piece as shown in Fig. 6.2.2. With the latter, source

operation was much improved with better starting (the arc

self-starts with little overshoot), more stable operation,

and lower gas flow. For a given arc and coil current, beam

current is about 10% less with argon, 25% higher with nitrogen,

and about the same with xenon when compared to operation with

the standard nose piece.

With the source running on hydrogen, the concave

iron nose piece gave a dramatic improvement in operation.

The arc self-starts reliably with no overshoot, the arc is

much more stable, gas consumption is reduced and a secondary

gas inlet is not required. Beam current, at the same arc

and coil currents, is 10% greater than with the standard nose

piece. Arc efficiency is increased because the arc voltages

are 10 -20% lower than before. The new geometry requires

somewhat more careful control of the arc and coil currents

as the beam current is increased and, for best operation,

requires that the gas flow be matched to ths arc current.

The plasma conditions have changed enough to require a

redesign of the plasma aperture plate. A nose piece similar

to this had been tried early in the development program for

this source with very poor results. The source has, however,

changed markedly from the early design.

A 1.0 mm spacer was installed behind the plasma

aperture plate to decrease the accel gap. This reduces the

voltage required at full beam current, thus the radiation
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INTERMEDIATE
ELECTRODE

6.5 mm
DfA.

F i g . 6 .2 .1

CHAMFER
IRON RING INSERT

MOLYBDENUM BUTTON
3mm DIA., 3mm LONG
ON 0.5 mm TUNGSTEN WIRE

Standard intermediate electrode design.

INTERMEDIATE
ELECTRODE

CONCAVE
IRON NOSEPIECE

6.5 mm DIA.

Fig. 6.2.2 Concave iron nose piece.
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level and sparkdown rate decrease. Beam quality and maximum

current ata given voltage were further improved by machining

0.25 mm from the face of the plasma aperture plate.

Severe sparking problems, both with and without

beam, and at relatively low voltage were caused by a hair-

line stress crack in the nose of the decel electrode. The

copper nose was replaced by molybdenum with improved

operation. The accel electrode, which, because of sparking

problems, had the original copper face replaced with

molybdenum two years ago, shows no sign of deterioration.

This modified accel electrode has accumulated about 95% of

the beam time of that of the decel electrode and is subject

to much more severe thermal stress.

Further studies of heavy ion production have been

carried out. Maximum currents, limited by the voltage

stand-off of the column, are argon - 145 mA, nitrogen - 190

mA and xenon - 98 mA. As noted above, operation with the

concave iron nose piece gave very stable and reliable

operation. The problem with sputtering of beam dump material

caused by the argon beam (as noted earlier, see PR-P-123,

6.2.2(b); AECL-6680) was converted to an asset. Two ceramic

insulators used for tests of the high voltage cable for the

cyclotron extraction system were copper plated by placing

them in the vacuum system near the beam dump. Argon beam

current was 120 mA with stable operation during runs of up

to 2 hours.

Some indirectly heated oxide cathodes were fabricated

and tested during the last quarter. Results were ambiguous

with one cathode working well, the others poorly or not at

all. The main problem appears to lie in the fabrication and

in the support structure. Further tests are underway.
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6.2.1.4 Code Development

R.A. Judd (Applied Mathematics Branch) and
M.R. Shubaly

As the first stage in the development of a

comprehensive beam-extraction simulation code, the simulation

program AXCEL, developed at Oak Ridge, has been extensively

rewritten to improve readability and operation. Code changes

have reduced required storage by 30% and run times by 10%.

A number of minor problems have been corrected. Further

development of this code is continuing.

6.2.1.5 Beam Diagnostics

J.S. Fraser and M.R. Shubaly

A segmented electrode similar to one used on the

CERN 50 MeV linac low energy beam transport line (L.R. Evans

and D.J. Warner, IEEE Trans. Nucl Sci., NS-18, No. 3, 1068

(1971)) was used to partially unneutralize the beam. The

device consists of 5 colinear tubes, 10 cm inside diameter,

10 cm long, water-cooled through copper tubing brazed to the

outside surfaces. The odd-numbered segments were grounded,

and the even segments operated at potentials between ± 50 V.

The light observed from a 220 mA beam with the

naked eye increased slightly as the potential went from 0 V

to ± 10 V then remained nearly constant. Using the Ebert

scanning spectrometer it was found that the hydrogen Balmer

series HR line (486 nm) intensity decreased 3% with 40 volts

segment bias but the H2 band structure feature at about

457 nm increased by 23%. The increase in intensity of the ri-

band spectrum is probably due to collisional excitation of

the background gas by the electrons being swept to either

the even (positive bias) or odd (negative bias) electrodes.

This result indicates that beam-excited light in the Balmer

series may be more reliable as a beam profile diagnostic

than the molecular band structure.
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6.2.1.6 High Current Test Facility

6.2.1.6.1 Injector

J. Ungrin

Operation of the injector above ^ 45 mA with the

standard ion source is complicated by the source turn-on

transient. For this current the anode aperture is ^ 0.80 -

1.00 mm in diameter. During the transient , the beam that

bleeds through the aperture is of sufficiently poor quality

to trigger arcdowns of the column 50-75% of the time. A

higher luminosity ion source developed for the FINS accelerator

produces > 45 mA from a 0.5 mm anode aperture and could reduce

the turn-on problem. An attempt has been made to use this

source on the injector.

The beam shape and quality seen by the column is

largely influenced by the shape of the insulating expansion

cup liner in the ion source anode and by the shape and

potential of the extraction electrode. Since no simulation

code yet exists which adequately describes the plasma-beam

interface for the duoplasmatron ion sources, empirical

matching has been necessary. Various permutations involving

three different extraction electrode shapes and two different

liner cup geometries were used with the FINS ion source to

search for an optimum fit of the extracted beam to the

accelerating column. While the turn-on transient problem is

reduced with this source the general arcdown rate is higher

with any of the combinations tried. Further tests with the

FINS source have been suspended until changes in the AXCEL

plasma simulation code are completed. These changes may

yield a better understanding of the beam optics.

The extraction electrode is supported from the ion

source container by three ceramic rods. During operation

with a beam an electric charge build-up with a subsequent

discharge could occur which would trigger a column arcdown.
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The electric field distribution near the source without the

extraction electrode is very similar to that produced with

the extraction electrode held at 35 kV. For a 3 mm aperture

source this potential distribution is correct for a 5 mA

beam. Breakdown rates at this current with and without, an

extraction electrode show no difference indicating that

support post breakdowns are not a major problem. Tests with

larger plasma apertures and beam currents are complicated by

the turn-on transient and have not yet been attempted.

6.2.1.6.2 Rf System

J.C. Brown

The modified pulse modulator used for tetrode

operation into the Alvarez tank has been adapted to ease

triode amplifier turn-on problems during tank conditioning.

As with tetrode operation into the tank, the triode grid

circuit is pulsed with a short fast pulse of low repetition

rate. The drive level is set so that the feedthrough power

coupled to the tank is sufficient to develop tank fields well

above the multipactoring level. When the tank frequency is

reached and a field is established, the modulator lock-on

circuit switches to continuous drive {cw). The triode is

turned on allowing the AFC regulator to "lock-in" without

generating a large frequency shift that generally results in

an excessive VSWR trip. The modulator cw "lock-out" is

manually disengaged at this time to eliminate loss of rf

drive caused by conditioning disturbances on the tank field

level.

Preparations are underway for buncher cavity

modifications to accommodate drive and tuning requirements.

Measurements with a small plunger have provided information

for the design of a larger plunger capable of a 1 MHz tuning

range. This is sufficient to permit the buncher frequency

to be matched to that of the Alvarez tank should internal
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changes result in a frequency shift. The plunger will be

fitted with a regulator and motor drive for auto control.

Construction of the AFC regulator is now complete and design

of a motor drive is in progress. An alumina window is being

made to permit drive loop adjustments without disturbing

system vacuum.

6.2.1.6.3 Alvarez Tank

J. Ungrin and J.C. Brown

As reported last quarter (PR-P-123, 6.2.3 c);

AECL-6680) cleaning of the entire tank surface and of the

drift tubes was necessary after the teflon rf window was

damaged. The drift tubes were cleaned in situ using fine

grade aluminum oxide abrasive pads ("Bear-Tex" manufactured

by the Norton Corporation) mounted on a flexible electric

drill drive. This cleaning procedure, which proved to be

very successful on both the drift tubes and the tank walls,

was followed by degreasing and an alcohol wipe.

Two of the rf collars on the drift tube stems were

found to be damaged by previous operation up to 148 kW. The

damage was mainly in the vicinity of the clamping screws and

was believed to be due to multipactoring from sharp edges

near the screw heads. New collars with smaller screw heads

and a decreased field enhancement geometry were installed on

these two drift tube stems.

Several improvements were made in the tank during

the shutdown. The end-plate-to-beam-line seals which were

originally made with an edge weld were modified to accommodate

O-ring seals. New bellows were installed on the end plates.

Belleville spring washers were added to the bolts supporting

the rf end plate to provide a more constant joint loading

during operation. A press fit cooling water channel was

added to provide additional cooling as close as possible to

the ohmic end-plate-to-tank-wall joint.
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The tank has been reassembled and rf conditioning

is underway. After conditioning to ^ 60 kW a pressure of

4 x 10 Pa has been attained in the vacuum system. The

outgassing rate and the x-ray intensity at a given power

level are a factor of 2 to 5 lower than observed during the

previous high-power conditioning run.

6.2.2 Electron Test Accelerator

J. McKeown

Beam experiments during the quarter from this 100%

duty factor, 4 MeV test accelerator were designed to test a

water target with power densities typical of those required

for radiation processing.

6.2.2.1 Accelerator Operation

J. McKeown and G.E. McMichael

Beam operation during the period was restricted

because of vacuum problems. A leak developed in the rf

window of the 3=1 structure and an attempted repair was only

partially successful. The two klystrons continue to have

vacuum problems and now must be operated weekly to keep the

pressure level below safe limits.

Following the beam loading experiments of the

previous period the machine was set-up for 4 MeV operation

and beam currents up to 5 mA were used to establish a new

tune for the system (there are 40 transport and rf elements

whose values must be chosen by the operator).

A new electron gun was installed to investigate its

performance characteristics with a view to reducing beam

spill at the bridge of the graded-3 structure. The gun was

conditioned by gradually increasing the high voltage over a

period of several days with the filament turned off. As the

frequency of vacuum trips declined the voltage was increased.

Beam conditioning was done in a similar way by increasing
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filament power and accelerating the beam along the machine.

After one week a current of 9 mA was achieved. No immediate

improvement in the beam spill, at the bridge was observed.

Beam experiments with the water target test

facility (see paragraph 6.2.2(d)) were carried out at the

end of the period. It is estimated that a stationary 4 MeV

beam will puncture the window at a current of 100 \iA hence

it is necessary to scan the beam over the window surface to

reduce the power density. The welded edges of the window

are protected by quad-apertures and current intercepted by

the apertures is read out to an oscilloscope and the

accelerator fast trip system. Also the currents from four

self-powered detectors situated in a 5 cm square mesh behind

the water target are displayed on an oscilloscope. The double

peak as the beam passes back and forth across the zero angle

scattering position defines the area scanned. The onset of

double peaking corresponds to a scanned area of 12 cm .

However, the spatial resolution of the detectors is limited

as they are situated 7 cm from the window and a double peak

can only be resolved at currents greater than 0.5 mA.

Operation is a compromise between beam spill on the apertures

which trip the system and at the same time ensuring that

sufficient area of the window is scanned. Beam energy

stability is very critical as even a few degrees change in

phase of the 3=1 structure will decrease the energy

sufficiently to increase the scanned area and trip the system.

In one run the design current was exceeded and a

current of 6 mA passed through the window depositing a

calorimetrically measured power dissipation in the water of

24.5 kW. Experiments at higher currents are planned.
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6.2.2.2 Instrumentation and Control

G.E. McMichael and J. McKeown

Two new resonance control modules were assembled

and commissioned. These modules are functionally similar

to those used previously, but with changes in layout and

new printed circuit boards to correct nose problems.

Development of amplitude controllers which use a

continuous-null algorithm is proceeding. An improved wire-

wrapped version (featuring a 12-bit digital-to-analog con-

verter and internal oscillator) was assembled and tested.

Printed circuit board masters for the production version

have been completed. Three units will be built for ETA and

a further three for the proton linac.

A stripline type waveguide directional coupler was

received on loan from Los Alamos and laboratory tests made of

its directivity. Directivities greater than 30 dB were

obtained and the coupler was installed in the Model 3 high

power waveguide run and will be used during beam loading

experiments planned for the next period.

6.2.2.3 High Power Pancake-Coupled Structure

S.B. Hodge and J. McKeown

The five-cell tank will be produced from ten seg-

ments each of which is one half accelerating cell and one

half coupling cell. Each segment is made in three pieces

which are brazed together to form both radial coolant

passages to the nose section and circumferential coolant

passages. These passages are separated so that either one

or both can be used according to demands.

The ten segments have been brazed. All vacuum

joints were leak tight but three leaks were detected in

coolant joints - one in a brazed joint and two in welded

joints. All leaks were repaired by an additional braze.
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The rf window adaptor for the iris cell and rf

tuners are being manufactured. Drawings for the tank support

structure and high vacuum manifold have been issued for cost

estimates.

As expected the frequencies of all accelerating

cells were low and coupling cells were high. This greatly

simplifies machining during the tuning process as machining

is confined to the accelerating cell nose and the internal

diameter of the coupling cell. Two iterations of the tuning

process have brought both frequencies within 1 MHz of the

target frequency and it appears likely that the design

coupling coefficient of greater than 10% will be achieved.

6.2.2.4 Water Target Test Facility

S.B. Hodge and J.S. Fraser

The test facility was constructed and installed on

the ETA beam line downstream of the Model 3 tank. The stain-

less steel vacuum window, 0.75 mm thick, withstood a static
2

pressure of 7 kg/cm and was exposed to an electron beam of

energy 4 MeV to determine its thermal capacity. Results of

initial beam tests are described in section 6.2.2 a). It is

proposed to run a destructive test to establish a factor of

safety for future designs.

The crevice corrosion test which has been running

for 8 months has now been discontinued since there is no

detectable change to the material.

Further work was done regarding the high-Z material

vacuum window for the experiment to investigate parity

violation in the photo-disintegration of the deuteron (see

PR-P-121, 3.12; AECL-6530). A tantalum window was welded to

a nickel frame and then bent to the curvature required to

withstand the water pressure. The corners were unable to

take the strain and leakage developed. Another method has
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been devised to electron beam weld the window after the

frame and window are bent to shape.

6.2.2.5 Computer Data Acquisition and Control System

G.E. McMichael

6.2.2.5.1 Hardware

The past quarter has been characterized by many

seemingly unrelated mechanical and electronic failures.

During this period, four processor boards were replaced and

faults repaired in one disk unit, the magnetic tape transport

and the cassette unit. The Computek CRT terminal, with 3

simultaneous component failures, was out of service for

3 months. During the Computek repairs, a new interface

board was installed and a spare assembled, so down-time

should be greatly reduced in future.

The accelerator control teletype usage has increased

greatly as more control aspects of the accelerator are being

allocated to the computer. A teletype terminal is however

unsuitable for this role and it has been decided to replace

it with an editing CRT terminal early in the new year.

6.2.2.5.2 Software

New programs have been developed for interactive

use by the operator through the accelerator control teletype.

One of these, "CONTROL", allows the operator to do digital

sensing and control using named parameters. Another, "MODCOM",

provides modifications or interrogation, on a named parameter

basis, of control constants stored in the task-common area

of memory.

The emission control program has been improved and,

in addition, programs added to shut down the accelerator and

warn the operator should the emission become too great if the

rf sources fail.
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6.2.3 Fertile-to-Fissile Conversion Experiments at TRIUMF

B.D. Pate (University of British Columbia), I.M. Thorson,

F.M. Kiely (Simon Fraser University) with J.3. Fraser

6.2.3.1 Water Bath Measurements

A set of water bath measurements were carried out

during the period using manganese foils whose induced neutron

capture activities were assayed by y-detection on the Ge(Li)

spectrometer. The measurements were made on a 7-element lead

(Pb-7) target primarily as a check on the data taken previously

with gold foils. The manganese activation cross section is

known to a quoted precision of % 2% (Neutron Cross Sections,

Vol. I, Resonance Parameters, BNL 325, Third Edition (1973))

and the principal y-^sy yield to better than 0.1% (Table of

Isotopes, Seventh Edition (1978); C M . Lederer and V.S. Shirley,

Editors, NSRDS). A substantial number of gold foils were also

used to obtain a direct comparison of the measured flux

distribution and to test certain flux depression effects.

The foils used were 10.0 mm diameter, 0.126 mm thick 88% Mn-

12% Ni. The Mn activity has a much smaller component due to

epithermal capture compared with gold; this is expected to

reduce the precision requirement on the Cd-covered data.

Analysis of these data is not yet complete.

6.2.3.2 Conversion Measurements

Three irradiations were carried out with Th-19, U-7

and U-37 targets. The foil spacings within the central target

rods were decreased to obtain more detailed data in these

important regions. For the uranium targets, this required

spacers half the normal 0.5 cm thickness. A summary of the

targets studied to date in the conversion measurement program

is given in Table 6.2.1. A "standard" foil spacing indicates

that detector foils were positioned approximately at the edges

and centres of the target rods. A "fine" foil spacing means

that additional foils were added to the central rod.
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Table 6.2.1

Conversion Irradiation Summary

Run

100,

96,

123

101,

99,

Numbers

115,

97

117,

119

120

118

Target

17-7

U-19

U-37

Th-7

Th-19

Foil

STD,

STD

fine

STD,

STD,

Spacing

STD, fine

fine, fine

fine

Preliminary results have been obtained for the
97 99 231

distributions of Zr, Mo, and Th produced in a Th-7
231

target. The Th distribution appears to be broader in

the radial direction than the fii L product distributions.

The data are currently being re-< .ned to confirm that

the spectrum stripping procedure tot producing the

observed difference.
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6.3 Research Applications

6.3.1 Fast Intense Neutron Source

0". D. Hepburn

12
The 4 x 10 n/s neutron source requires a 300 keV,

25 mA, D beam incident on a TiT target. Operation of the

deuteron accelerator continues to be good.

Beam optics experiments were completed for several

sets of bending magnet pole shapes giving beam sizes of 5 to

10 mm radius on target. Beam power densities were estimated

by calorimetric and electrical measurements. The

light generated by gas ions recombining at the beam spot on

target was monitored with a closed circuit TV system. There

was no evidence of excessively non-uniform beam power density

in the beams - nothing greater than the design value of

2.5 kW/cm2.

The extraction voltage in the accelerating column

is fixed (for fixed total voltage), hence beam size increases

with current. Thus the bending magnet configuration must be

chosen to lie between two possible extremes: one giving

small diameter low current beams with associated good

transmission of high currents through defining apertures,

and one giving large diameter lov; current beams but with

excessive beam spill at high currents.

Excessive tritium outgassing still occurs under

beam bombardment. Experiments with a residual gas analyzer

showed that most of the evolved gas is T_ and TD, and that

the outgassing rate is far higher than expected from normal

target operation. With small diameter low current beams,

the outgassing threshold when vacuum problems would be

encountered was associated with 2.9 mA of beam. For large

diameter beams the threshold was associated with 8 mA. Further

increases in beam diameter for low current are not feasible
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because already the maximum beam transmitted through the

defining apertures is 11 mA. The target-, appears to have
2

an instantaneous beam power limit of 0.9 kW/cm , compared
o

to the 2.5 kW/cm required.

6.3.2 Heavy-Ion Superconducting Cyclotron

J.H. Ormrod

Design and development of a superconducting

cyclotron for a post-tandem accelerator continues. The magnet

is dismantled to modify the cryostat for the radiofrequency

accelerating system, drill the flutter poles for the remaining

80 trim rods and isolate and repair a short circuit between

the main coil and the helium can.

6.3.2.1 Cryogenic System

6.3.2.1.1 cryogenic System Automation

J.A. Hulbert

A mounting plate for valve drives to automate the

liguefier cold box operation is under construction. When

this is fitted it will be possible to carry out all start-up

and control valve actuation from the PDP-11/34 via a Camac

crate and stepping motor driver.

6.3.2.1.2 Cooled Electrical Lead Computations

J.A. Hulbert

In the majority of published computations on

superconducting magnet leads it is assumed that the heat

exchange between lead and cooling helium gas flow is suf-

ficient so that limitations to lead performance due to finite

heat exchange are negligible. Following the completion of

experimental tests on the 2300 A magnet leads (PR-P-122,

6.3.2(b), (ii); AECL-6582) computations including the effects

of finite heat exchange, have been carried out to see whether

lead behaviour under extreme loading is explicable simply in

terms of appropriate heat exchange parameters.
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The heat exchange coefficient per unit lead length

(in watts per K temperature difference per metre) at the

base (cold end) of the lead, was used as a disposable

parameter for the initial calculations. The coefficient was

allowed to be a weak function of temperature and the lead

temperature distribution calculated for various cooling

flows and electrical currents. The calculated distributions

were then compared with experimental data and values of the

actual heat exchange coefficient deduced for two currents,

2300 A and 1500 A. The values deduced (44 W«K~ «m~ and

27 W*K .m , respectively) were within 20% of values calculated

by 'first principles' from the detailed profile of the

cooling channels. Using these 'confirmed' values for heat

exchange the effects of varying the cooling flow were then

studied. Note that in practice the heat exchange also

depends on flow but in the narrow range of flows studied

this weak dependence was ignored.

Figure 6.3.1 shows the computed heat flows at the

base (Q ) and the top (Q ) of the lead at 2300 A for cooling

gas flows from 0.17 to 0.23 g«s , the higher limit being that

flow used when the magnet is operating. The 'self-sufficient

flow1 line is that for Q equal to the total heat of

vaporization at the relevant flow, and the intersection of

this line with the curve labeled Q is the operating value

which would be found from test measurements in which the flow

is determined by the heat leak Q . For flows below 0.1765 g-s~

the lead is thermally unstable, no equilibrium solution for

the temperature distribution exists. It is apparent that the

self-sufficient intersection occurs very close to the

instability flow boundary. A similar plot for 1500 A gives

the self-sufficient intersection at about twice the instability

flow. Thus for currents around 1500 A the lead would be

expected to operate satisfactorily at the flow measured from
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ICURRENT 2300 AMPERES
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Fig. 6.3.1 Magnet lead heat flow. Q is the heat flow at

the lower end, Q the heat flow at the upper

Q and Q are plotted asend of a magnet lead,

functions of the cooling helium gas flow which

enters the lower end of the lead at 4.4 K.

Heat exchange coefficient H is 44 W*K~1-m~-'- at

the lower end of the lead rising to a value 50%

higher at the upper end of the lead.
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the test experiments, but near 2300 A, small changes in flow

rate, near the self-sufficient value, will tend to cause

instability of the temperature distribution. This effect is

illustrated by the calculated distributions shown in

Fig. 6.3.2 .

The close relation between self-sufficient and

instability flows at 2300 A is maintained even when the heat

exchange coefficient is raised six-fold to 300 W*K «m

The same analysis has been carried out for a lead

with parameters suitable for the extraction channel require-

ments. This lead is similar to the copper strip model

developed for ESCAR (R.P. Warren, Cryogenics 1£, 563, October

1979), but of smaller cross section. A prototype is under

development.

6.3.2.1.3 Cryopump Development

J.-M. Helleboid and J.A. Hulbert

The prototype cryopump, designed to fit into the

limited space in the bottom of a midplane valley, has been

tested for liquid helium consumption rate and pumping speed.

It was intended that two such pumps, fitted into upper valleys

would provide the necessary pumping speed to maintain the

radiofrequency accelerating structure at 3 x 10 Pa.

Initially, some difficulty was found in attaining

the design boil-off rate for the liquid helium. The fact that,

following some apparently inconsequential modifications to the

temperature monitoring, the helium boil-off fell to the

design figure of about 0.5 t*h leaves some uncertainty

about the thermo-mechanical stability of the liquid helium

container shape. Experience with the prototype has suggested

some changes to the container design, within the space

limitations, which will improve filling (and emptying) efficiency

and increase the volume slightly. A Mk II container will be
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flows between self-sufficient and instability

flows.
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assembled and tested for thermo-mechanical instability before

being installed in the full cryopump structure.

The achieved performance of the pump, which

operates with liquid helium alone, using evaporated gas to

cool the shield, gives a consumption of liquid helium of 0.425

l-h~ (or 0.3 W heat influx) with a pumping speed for air of

300 H'S . The pumping speed was measured by determining

the test tank pressure under the influence of a monitored

leak. The results are shown in Fig. 6.3.3. A least squares

fit to the data for an air leak give the speed quoted. Leaks

of methane and hydrogen were also measured. The conductance

of a passage under molecular flow conditions depends on the

inverse square root of the molecular weight, and thus if the

speed is limited purely by the pump baffle conductance, the

'hydrogen1 and 'methane' lines of Fig. 6.3.3 should predict

the pump performance. Methane shows a higher speed than the

prediction because, having a relatively high melting point

it is partially condensed on the radiation shield of the pump.

The expected molecular weight dependence is shown by hydrogen,

when a correction is made for the finite vapour pressure of

hydrogen at the condensation temperature. The hydrogen speed

is greater than 1100 &«s~ . The correction was derived on a

simplified model which assumes thermal transpiration across

a single baffle between enclosures at 300 K and 4.3 K.

The prototype pump has chevron baffles at 300 K

(to stop rf absorption at 80 K and 4.3 K) and at 80 K (for

thermal shielding). It is now believed that a more open rf

screen would be adequate and that such a modification would

raise the air pumping speed to 425 £»s . This is marginal

and methods to further increase the pumping speed are being

investigated.
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Pig. 6.3.3 Pumping speed data from prototype cryopump.

A monitored leak is regulated to give the desired

pressure in the cryopump test tank. The slope of

the linear plot of leak rate vs tank pressure

gives the pumping speed, which is 300 &«s for

air. The 'air' line is a least squares fit to

the data points. The lines for 'hydrogen' and

'methane' are derived from the 'air' line and

not from the data for those gases.
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6.3.2.2 Magnet

6.3.2.2.1 Orbit Dynamics

E.A. Heighway

Progress is being made in the determination of

isochronizing corrections to the steel of the flutter poles.

After overcoming some code problems, the numerically exact

isochronous fields (as opposed to physically isochronized

fields) have been calculated for twelve ions bounding the

operating range of the cyclotron. These fields were then

used as an ideal field in a fitting procedure to select the

currents in the main coils of the magnet at which the

resulting field best matched the ideal fields. This gave the

differences between the fields achievable (without trim rod

corrections) and the ideal fields. Field differences which

are found to be common to all ions can be determined and

corrected by changing the steel of the flutter poles>.

The effects of such steel changes were then

mathematically added to the existing maps and the ideal fields

again fitted using the coils as before but this time using

the trim rod corrections. Any undesirable effects on the

orbit dynamics are then seen and compromises to the steel

changes can be made. This latter process has concentrated on

the two ions 23 MeV/u carbon and 12 MeV/u tantalum and good

isochronous fields found. The process has now to be expanded

to include the other ten bounding ions and more compromises

made.

First attempts to calculate the steel changes

necessary to produce the required field changes have been

made. The present estimate is that ^ 2 mm of steel should be

added to the flutter pole midplane surface at radii of ^ 135

mm and 650 mm. It may however be possible instead to remove

steel from the poles at intermediate radii but with a resulting

global reduction in the axial betatron frequency.
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6.3.2.2.2 Yoke

Q.A. Walker (Civil & Mechanical Design Branch)

The flutter pole assemblies have been crated ready

for shipping to the manufacturer for completion of trim rod

hole drilling. The assemblies are being held at CRNL until

new tooling has been received by the manufacturer.

Preparations have been made to drill and thread

vacuum flange securing holes on the main pole faces and to

reface seal surfaces which have been scratched.

6.3.2.2.3 Trim Rods

Q.A. Walker (Civil & Mechanical Design Branch)

The drive assemblies for all 104 trim rods have

been ordered, along with the complement of finished trim rods.

Test of vacuum sealing '0' rings are complete and indicate

that adequate sealing is achievable with normal groove

dimensions provided that rod movement is slow.

The arrangement of the final drive system for the

trim rods has progressed to the detailing stage. Two gear

motors drive twelve rods through a gear train and air-

operated dog clutches. The thirteenth rod on each group is

driven by a separate motor. The problem of operating the

clutches at full torque has been investigated and further

checks are required.

6.3.2.2.4 Rough Vacuum System

J.H. Ormrod

When the rf accelerating system is installed in the

magnet, a rough vacuum (̂  100 mPa) will be maintained between

the copper liner and the magnet steel. The pumping system

that maintains this vacuum will also be used to rough down

the accelerator high-vacuum chamber. As in the rf structure

test chamber, a turbomolecular pump will be used as a safety

interface between the rough- and high-vacuum systems.
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The roughing lines have been sized and pumps and

gauges have been ordered. Some parts of the system will be

detailed (when a draftsman becomes available) but most will

be a field installation.

6.3.2.2.5 Field Measuring Apparatus

J.H. Ormrod

The flip coils were originally calibrated

individually at inductions up to 1 T against a nuclear
4

magnetic resonance probe to an accuracy of 1:10 . For the

absolute induction, this is more than adequate, but for some

analyses the resulting radial ripple is significant. The

reproducibility of the field measurements has exceeded our

original expectations, making it worthwhile to have a more

precise intercalibration of the flip coils1 sensitivities

(all <\< 0.77 T/V). This has been done for the outer 27 flip

coils at an induction of 1.6 T in the first dipole of the Q3D

spectrometer; the inner 13 flip coils were in too steep a

magnetic gradient. The procedure was to shift the flip coil

arm back and forth by one coil spacing between successive

measurements which gave the relative sensitivity of each

coil to that of its immediate neighbour.

The precision of the field measurements is shown in

Fig. 6.3.4 where the distributions of the differences from

the average of 100 successive measurements taken at three

different inductions are plotted for a given flip coil. The

1.6 T results were taken in the first dipole of the Q3D

spectrometer, the other two in the cyclotron. Superposed

on each histogram is the normal curve of error for the cal-

culated probable error of the distribution which is almost

independent of induction. For measurements in the cyclotron

(B > 2 T) our "short term" precision for individual flip coils

is better than 1:10 , allowing measurements of the first and

second harmonic fields with our present apparatus.
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Fig. 6.3.4 Distributions of field differences from the

average of 100 successive measurements taken

at three different inductions.
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6.3.2.2.6 Magnet Coils

H.R. Schneider

The cause of the short circuit between the coil and

helium can, reported in PR-P-123 (AECL-6680), has now been

determined.

In the past it was necessary on three occasions to

remove a service tower by grinding off the weld that attached

it to the helium can. It now appears, despite precautions

to prevent it, a small amount of metallic debris from the

grinding and subsequent rewelding did get into the helium

can. The debris, which is ferromagnetic, has settled onto

the top surface of the bridge and tended to migrate toward

the inner wall of the helium can. One piece of weld splatter,

too large to pass through the 3 mm gap between the coil and

bridge,was found lodged against the outer turn of the coil.

Although the short circuits formed by this material

could not support large currents, they do interfere with

proper operation of the coil protection electronics and could

also act as arc initiators. The material must therefore be

removed before the magnet is operated again.

During the course of investigating the short circuit

problem, a radiographic survey of the coil in the vicinity of

the bridge was made. This showed that full field operation of

the coil has not resulted in any axial distortion of the

windings and all radial fiberglass spacers remain in place.
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6.3.2.2.7 Ground Fault Elimination in Magnet Coil

J.A. Hulbert

By the use of an external electromagnet and a ferro-

magnetic tool head it has been found possible to obtain access

to the lowest cooling channels of the upper coil over a 90°

sector of the coil circumference. A cleaning tool is now

being developed to remove the ferromagnetic debris from the

cooling channels. Complete clean-up should be possible by

drilling no more than three additional access holes.

6.3.2.3 accelerating Structure

C.B. Bigham

A number of test runs have been made at nominal

full voltage (100 kV) but further testing has been interrupted

by the failure of the lower tuner outer conductor. The

initial failure was a vacuum leak and attempts to plug the

leak resulted in low cooling water flow and a mechanical

distortion from overpressure in the cooling annulus. The
*

upper resonator is operable and has been used for control

system tests. The sliding short contacts performed well

during these tests.

The outer conductors have been redesigned and a

work order issued. The double-walled structure has been

replaced with a single wall with cooling tubes soldered on

the outside. All joints between cooling water and vacuum

have been eliminated. It was however necessary to reduce

the tuner inside diameter which will increase rf power

requirements by about 4% at low frequencies.

A new form of rf contact is being made for the

sliding short and will be installed with the new outer con-

ductors. About 6000 contact springs have been punched and
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now require bending and heat treating. These contacts will

have a larger mechanical range and should be more reliable.

They also alloxv tuning under power.

Some additional development work has been done on

the control systems and rebuilding of the system incorporating

the new circuits has been started.

The x-ray dee voltage measurements using a tungsten

filament in a hill as an electron source produced ambiguous

results. A better geometry will be tried in the next

experiment.

The 'v 1.1 GHz parasitic oscillation in the final

stage of the power amplifier occurs also with the new

tetrode installed. It appears to be correlated with a

transmission resonance observed in cold tests between plate

and grid cavities. This can be tuned out with plate cavity

tuning so that it is possible to operate except at frequencies

near 48.5 MHz and 56.5 MHz. To do this however requires

more complicated tune-up procedures so other methods for

suppressing the parasitic will be tried.

6.3.2.4 Injection

6.3.2.4.1 Orbit Dynamics

E.A. Heighway

An error has been uncovered in the equations of

axial motion in the code GOBLIN. This only affected injection

trajectories but as a result the axial transfer matrices

used to represent the cyclotron in the design of the injection

beam line were incorrect. The code has been corrected and

new matrices calculated. The effects on the injected beam

line have been examined (cf. PR-rP-124: 2.25) and the net

result is that the axial beam matching at the stripper foil

is now improved by a factor of approximately two.
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6.3.2.4.2 Foil Changer

C.R.J. Hoffmann

Design work continues on removing spent foils from

a conveyor chain which transports them to a midplane position

where beam stripping occurs. The main features have been deter-

mined of a mechanical system which removes a spent foil from

its shroud on the chain, transports it through a gate valve

and drops it into a collection tray.

6.3.2.5 Extraction

C.R.J. Hoffmann

Fabrication of components for a high voltage

electrostatic deflector test assembly is complete and experi-

ments have begun. The problem of feeding high voltage into

a vacuum chamber containing the test assembly was solved with

a 30 cm length of semirigid, vacuum-tight coaxial cable which

was made in-house. The procedure to make this cable was to

fit a copper rod (inner conductor) into a teflon tube

(dielectric) which in turn is fitted into a copper pipe

(outer conductor). Then this assembly of copper and teflon

was swaged to give a finished cable outside diameter of

^ 18 mm.

An outside supplier is manufacturing semirigid

coaxial cable to connect the electrostatic deflector system

in the cyclotron to a high voltage power supply (see PR-P-121,

6.3.2 (e); AECL-6530). Tests on samples of this cable show

that it is vacuum tight, operates satisfactorily at 100 kV

and can be bent to meet installation requirements.

One of four power supplies needed to drive magnetic

channel superconducting elements has been received and checked

(see PR-P-122, 6.3.2 (e); AECL-6582).

Calculations for compensating unwanted first

harmonic perturbation fields which iron elements in the
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extraction system generate have been completed. (Hill lens

compensation was described in last quarter's progress report.)

Iron pieces have been devised to compensate for iron in the

first segment of the extraction channel. These pieces mount

on the cryostat wall opposite the first segment. The first

harmonic perturbation generated by all the iron elements

and their compensation is less than 0.1 mT for radius values

R - 64 cm.

6.4 Mechanical Laboratory

J.E. Anderchek

The Mechanical Laboratory operates the machine shop

and furnaces in Bldg. 145 and carries out mechanical con-

struction, assembly, repairs and vacuum testing for the

Accelerator Physics Branch and the Reactor Physics Branch-

Total laboratory time breakdown in the quarter is

as follows:

Accelerator Physics Branch - 90.84%

Reactor Physics Branch - 9.16%.

6.4.1 High Current Proton Accelerator

Adjustable pole pieces and coil formers for the

Injector Test Experiment bending magnet and a water-cooled,

beam defining aperture were fabricated. Insulating gaskets,

tubes and washers to allow electrical isolation of various

sections of the beam line were made.

The Ion Source Test Stand extraction column decel

electrode was repaired by replacing the aperture section,

which had cracked, with a molybdenum section. One plasma

aperture plate and two aperture plate spacers were fabricated.

Two intermediate electrode nose pieces and a ferrite magnet

ring were made and one duoplasmatron anode was replated.
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A number of repairs and modifications were made

to the Alvarez tank components. These included fabrication

of two new drift tuba stem rf collars to replace those damaged

during recent rf operation. The internal collar diameter was

reduced for tighter fit and the clamping screw size and head

recess were modified. The leaking vacuum bellows on the rf

end plate half drift tubes were replaced. This provided

opportunity to install new O-ring seals on the bellows to

eliminate welding of the bellows to the stainless steel end

plate. Belleville spring washers were installed on the rf

end plate clamping bolts to maintain end plate to sidewall

rf joint loading. Also a press-fit water-cooling line was

installed on the stainless steel end plate rings to improve

heat removal at the end plate to sidewall rf joint. Needle

valves were installed at the high energy end of the tank to

provide means for inserting gas for glow discharge cleaning.

A test frequency tuning plunger and adapter plate

were fabricated to assist in the design of tuning modifications

to the buncher cavity.

Modifications were made to an ion source container

and two Edwards bellows adapters were made.

6.4.2 Electron Test Accelerator

Tuning and assembly of the Model 5 tank has begun.

Containment of the circumferential and radial cooling channels

required brazing of a circumferential ring and a copper disc

near the beam hole in the coupling cell. All ten segments

were prepared and successfully brazed in four runs of the

furnace. One segment required a remelt after leaks were

detected. Machining of both the accelerating cells and the

coupling cells to the required frequency is now in progress.

Electron beam welding tests of the tantalum window

for the parity violation experiment were unsuccessful and

experiments continue.
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Brackets for the traversing mechanism used for the

diagnostic cavity were made as well as electrical insulators

to isolate the cavity from the beam line.

A blanking cover to position four self-powered

detectors on the beam axis was machined for the waste water

target experiment.

6.4.3 Heavy-Ion Superconducting Cyclotron

Fabrication of a high voltage electrostatic

deflector test assembly, cable transition and vacuum chamber

was complete in the quarter.

A seal facing tool was manufactured and O-ring test

apparatus modified for the trim rods.

Miscellaneous items included a spool piece for

cryopanel experiments, a pole piece drill jig and the cutting

of two viewing ports in the cryostat wall.

6.4.4 Reactor Physics

A fuel pin scanner was designed and manufactured

to position fuel pins over a Ge(Li) detector for activity

counting, and seven ZED-II control rods were repaired.

6.5 Publications, Reports, Papers, Lectures and Patents

Reports

DC ION SOURCE AND NEUTRAL BEAM INJECTOR DEVELOPMENT AT
CHALK RIVER
Murray R. Shubaly
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Report AECL-6587
(September 1979).

Papers

HIGH BETA LINAC STRUCTURES
S.O. Schriber
Paper presented at the 1979 Linear Accelerator Conference,
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY, 1979 September 7-14.
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RECENT PROGRESS ON THE CHALK RIVER SUPERCONDUCTING CYCLOTRON
J.H. Ormrod
Paper presented at the Nuclear Physics Seminar, University
of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba, 1979 October 12.
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